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Editor’s Voice

We are glad to present the third issue of Buddhist
Voice. The second issue was well received by the
readers and many readers took initiatives of
forwarding the issues to their friends and e-groups.
Even the cover page photo and link to the website
was shared by hundreds of readers on Facebook.
One of our friends, who is a social marketing media
experts, estimates the reach to about 30000
facebook visitors, besides our mailing to more than
50000 readers. This puts more responsibility on the
editorial board to present the best reading material
in our e-magazine. The editorial team has also
decided to come-out with theme based issues in
future so that more focused reading material can be
given to the readers.
During the last one month, many good and bad
incidences happened in the Buddhist world. We are
yet at the same stage in investigation of blasts at
Mahabodhi Temple, Bodh Gaya as during last
month. Although one of the Pujari who was missing
since blast day has been arrested, however,
investigating agencies have not reported any major
clue towards reaching to the culprits. It is matter of
great concern to us.
On the full moon day morning of the August, 2013
Dr. Narendra Dabholkar was murdered in Pune,
Maharashtra State in India. Dr. Narendra Achyut
Dabholkar (1st November 1945 – 20th August 2013)
was
an
Indian rationalist and
author
from
Maharashtra State in India. He was the founderpresident
of
Maharashtra
Andhashraddha
Nirmoolan
Samiti
(MANS)
[Committee
for
Eradication of Blind Faith and Superstitions CEBFS],
an
organization
set
up
to
eradicate superstition. After working as a medical
doctor for 12 years, Dr. Dabholkar became a social
worker in the 1980s. He was involved with
movements for social justice. Gradually, Dr.
Dabholkar started focusing on eradication of
superstition, and joined the Akhil Bharatiya
Andhashraddha Nirmoolan Samiti (ABANS). In
1989, he founded the Maharashtra Andhashraddha
Nirmoolan Samiti (i.e. CEBFS) and campaigned
against
superstitions,
confronting
dubious
tantriks and claims by holy men who promised
'miracle cures' for ailments. He criticised the
country's "godmen", self-styled Hindu ascetics who
claim to perform miracles and have many followers.
Between 1990–2010, Dabholkar had taken part in
agitations in various movements demanding
equality to Dalits, against caste discrimination and
in naming the Marathwada University after Dr.
Babasaheb Ambedkar. He wrote books on
superstitions and their eradication, and had
addressed over 3,000 public meetings. Though he

was not a Buddhist by religion, he was against all
the ritual superstitious practices; indirectly, he was
following many principles of Buddhism. We strongly
condemn the murder of Dr. Dabholkar and hope
that Government will ensure that the culprit will be
found and punished as per the prevailing law in
India. The Maharashtra State government, after the
murder of Dr. Dabholkar cleared an AntiSuperstition and Black Magic Ordinance to replace
a Bill that had been approved by the cabinet but
had lapsed before it could be taken up in the
assembly. The Bill has been pending for eight years.
We hope that soon the Ordinance will be converted
into a regular law and Government ensures that
even if the Ordinance is challenged in Supreme
Court it will remain as a law as many organisations
having vested interest are not in favour of AntiBlack Magic Bill. It was noted that mainly followers
of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar (Ambedkarites) were in
forefront in carrying out all sort of protest against
the murder of Dr. Dabholkar.
On international front, it is good news that
Lumbini, the birthplace of Lord Buddha is being
developed into an international tourist centre.
Lumbini, presently in Nepal, not yet fully developed
tourist centre. Good news is that soon Lumbini will
have an international Airport and other modern
infrastructure suitable for a international tourist
centre. Asia Pacific Exchange and Cooperation
Foundation (APECF), a well funded Chinese
association wants the whole city to be developed as
Lumbini Cloud. APECF has all support from Nepali
Government. China is getting busy in building an
international Airport at Lumbini Cloud with direct
flights for major Chinese cities, as well as
restaurants and hotels to cater to international
tourists to Lord Buddha’s Birthplace. As reported
in The Wall Street Journal’s latest issue, India
appears to be uneasy as China expands its
influence in its backyard, tapping into the Tourist
Potential place. The Government of India could have
taken the initiative to develop Lumbini into world
standard tourist place long time back. However, the
indifferent approach by Indian Government towards
all Buddhist sites even in India is a major concern
to the Buddhist in India. Even the help extended by
the State Governments is not given to any Buddhist
religious place.
Recently, Russian President Mr. Vladimir Putin
visited Ivolga Datsan, the main monastery of the
Buddhist Traditional Sangha in Russia. During his
address he highlighted the long and important
history of Buddhism in Siberia, and spoke of how
he valued his relationship with the head of Russian
Buddhists,
Pandito
Khambo-Lama
Damba
Ayusheyev. He expressed that Russia is probably
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the only country in Europe where Buddhism is an
official religion. There are up to 1.5 million
Buddhists in Russia, mainly in the Siberian
Republics of Buryatia and Tyva, and also in
Kalmykia.
In 1197 A.D., Nalanda, the world’s oldest University
was ransacked and destroyed by foreign invaders
led by the Turkish Bakhityar Khiliji because the
“giver of knowledge” was a strong pillar of
Buddhism and attracted students from all over the
world, including countries such as Turkey and
Persia. The invaders burnt to ruins the magnificent
library and other architectural masterpieces of the
Nalanda University. The decision to revive the
Buddhist University at Nalanda was taken at the
Second East Asian Summit in 2007 and 16
countries signed a declaration in support of it at
2009 Summit in Thailand. The project envisaged to
have international collaboration and its governing
board includes, inter alia, George Yeo - Former
Minister for Foreign Affairs of Singapore, Prapod
Assavavirulhakarn - Professor at Thailand’s

Chulalongkorn University and Wang Bangwei Professor at Peking University, China. However, the
issue is that old Nalanda was essentially a
Buddhist place of learning promoting Buddhist
beliefs and philosophy – the new architects are
ironing out a creation of ancient Nalanda with a
modern twist to include subjects that are taught in
general universities thereby denying the Buddhist
niche that Nalanda epitomized. Now it is to be seen
that if Nalanda is to be revived, it must remain as a
Buddhist University, both in its aims and
objectives, promoting Buddhist idealism.
It would be outrageous if this new initiative of a
group of people led by Nobel Laureate, Dr. Amartya
Sen, a Professor at Harvard University, were to
achieve what the iconoclasts could not do; erase old
Nalanda from public memory that is still kept alive
by the well preserved ruins of that outstanding
Buddhist University.
■■■

Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar’s Life in Pictorial Collage
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Critical Quest

Dalit Movement after Dr. Babasaheb Amebedkar in India: Pitfalls, Challenges & Way Ahead
Goldy M George
The Centrality of the Context
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar has undeniably been the
tallest person in the struggles of oppressed people,
particularly the Dalits in the post-modern India.
Indisputably he was the first one to provide a
broader intellectual canvas to the struggle of the
thitherto broken people. One cannot ever make any
undue claim to the profound resistance put forward
by predecessors and the contemporaries, which laid
the contextual edifice of Dr. Ambedkar argument.
Any thesis that stands to thrive the basic humanist
principles of Justice, Freedom, Equality, Liberty,
Justice and Peace needs consistent study,
reframing, evaluation and modification. In this
sense it would be the victory of Babasaheb and the
principles he laid forth in annihilating caste and
thereby evolving the process of secular social
democracy engagement where sharing of material
and ideological-cultural-spiritual values would run
as the core standard of every single aspect of
engagement. Ideally the key feature of the Dalit
movement should have aimed at annihilation of
caste at the primary level, establishment of secular
or rational social democracy as the secondary stage
and ensuring the value sharing mechanism as the
third and major objective.
While dealing with the question of the movement of
ex-untouchables, it is essential to address the
present context in its complexities, rather the crisis
that has and is crippling India and how is it
affecting the people at the lowest rung. This would
automatically draw our attention to the core
question. Without this it would be problematical to
be in a strategic position to discuss or debate the
relevance of Dalits as a people, the present
challenges, cope up mechanisms, identification of
friends and foes, reconstruction and what strategies
should it adopt to attain these goals. It would also
present a wider picture of the nation as a whole and
its complexes from the abyss, with caste as the core
functional aspect. Today all crises in the world had
expanded to unpredictable magnitude with severe
implication and utter insinuation.
Essentially one needs to discuss all aspects
including ideology, politics and practise of
egalitarianism, since it holds the key to set the
basics and background of any secular social
democratic revolution in the country. The exuntouchables while belonging to a broader class of
rejected and abandoned people by the classics of
Brahimincal Hinduism; it also had the additional
disability of being have-nots. Economically, most of

them are still the poorest of poor. A minuscule
minority has managed to escape poverty limits and
to locate itself on to a continuum ranging up to a
reasonable level of prosperity, yet they suffer the
historically superimposed of social oppression.
The main factor that has catalysed this upward
mobility is the reservation policy – despite whatever
flaws and errors – with provided the basic
opportunity to enter the modern sectors of
education, employment, economy and politics. In
social terms the social oppression varies from the
crudest variety of untouchability, discrimination,
exclusion, marginalisation and alienation –
practiced across the entire rural areas of India, to
it’s sophisticated manifestations urban areas
including the corporate world. Although statistics
indicate to have made a significant progress on
almost all parameters during the past seven postindependence decades, the relative gap between the
Dalits and non-Dalits seems to have remained the
same or rather deteriorated (George, 2006B).
Understanding the historical context and position is
indispensable not only for positioning and
strategising the Dalit movement but also to
delineate the modern testicles of the continuity of
caste system in post-modern era. In a broader
overview, popular organised Dalit struggles cannot
be traced before the British period. This is also due
to the fact that the mystified Indian history and its
historian’s haven’t provided much of information on
any such organised resistance to caste oppression.
From this viewpoint one cannot arrive at a shortcut
conclusion there was no organised resistance to the
caste hierarchy of the Brahminical religion. The
important question is whether the ones in the
lowest rug accepted it as their destiny or if it was a
forced fate superimposed in the classical style of
Roman slavery through sanctions of religions
(George, 2006B).
One is that the entire thesis of Hinduism as rightly
pointed and argued by Babasaheb is banking the
four-fold system of eternal domination viz.
Varnashram which further developed into sub-class
called caste. Subscribing to this argument, if a
prudent and thorough exploration of
the
transformation of varna into caste is done one could
find the expression and emergence of new theory of
“purity of blood”, which is by and large the
antidotes used even today by the protagonists of
caste (George, 2006B). The extraordinary success of
this contrivance of social stratification is as much
attributable to its own design that effectively
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obviated coalescence of the oppressed castes and
facilitated establishment and maintenance of the
ideological hegemony as to its purported divine
origination. None could ordinarily raise a question
as it meant incurring divine wrath and consequent
ruination of the prospects of getting a better birth
in their next life. Thus the caste system held society
in a metaphysical engagement and at the same
time in physical alienation with itself (Teltumbde,
2006).
Since, this superstructure was pivoted on the religio
- ideological foundation, the manifestation of
resistance to the caste system always used the
metaphysical toolkit that contrived its arguments
into the religious form. Right from the early revolts
like Buddhism and Jainism down to the Bhakti
movement in the medieval age, one finds
articulation of opposition to the caste system
materialising in a religio-ideological idiom. This
trend in fact extends well down to modern times
that mark a new awakening of the oppressed castes
and the birth of the contemporary Dalit movement.
All anti-caste movements thus, from the beginning
to the present, invariably appear engaged in
religious or metaphysical confrontation with
Brahminism, either in terms of its denouncement
or of adoption of some other religion (Teltumbde,
2006). It is under the above mentioned
circumstances
and
juncture;
I
place
the
investigation on the pitfalls, challenges and ways
ahead of the Dalit movement.
Untouchables in British India
Down the line of history the British colonisers
aligned with the Indian rulers as well as mercantile
class through its imperial and bourgeois liberal
ethos coupled with the imperatives of their ruling
strategy marked the creation of space for setting up
subaltern identities, particularly in terms of caste
and religion. Initially the British rule delivered
nothing different to the untouchables as the early
British association was confined to the courts of
kings. Until they confronted with each other with
correspondingly led to institutional changes
(judiciary,
civil
administration,
commodity,
markets), cultural changes (modernity, western
mode of living, English education, exposure to
western treasure of knowledge and scholarship),
economic changes (zamindari and ryotwari systems
in place of jajmani-balutedari), and social changes.
The development opportunities that these changes
created gave an impetus to the lower castes and
also came into conflict with traditional social
relations, which still shackled them through caste
bondage. This could be termed as the second phase
of emergence of autonomous Dalit movement in
pre-Ambedkar phase (George, 2006B).
This second phase is crucial as it marked a

difference
from
the
single
out
previous
metaphysical. While dealing with Brahminical
hegemony, the autonomous Dalit movement of
course perceived an ally in the backward castes.
The anti-Brahmin movement launched by the
original visionary genius like Ayyotitasha, Sri
Narayana
Guru,
Phule,
Ayyankali,
Baba
Manguram, and others attains key space; which
went beyond the rhetoric of metaphysical religious
engagement to the level of physical and material
struggles for land rights, labour rights, social
dignity, temple entry movements, educational
space, movement against slavery and bondage and
upward mobility.
Dr. Ambedkar was much influenced by Mahatama
Phule in Maharashtra. In spite of the difference in
time period marking out different transitory phases
in the history; differences in dispositions,
equipment and social backgrounds between Phule
and Ambedkar, one finds essential similarities in
their characterisation of the social structure and
the movements they launched and led. British rule
was considered positive by both Phule and
Ambedkar for the introduction of modernity into the
waning Hindu society but concurrently has exposed
its; both rejected the claims of nationalists that
India was a nation; both had no faith in the Indian
National Congress; both came to characterise and
oppose it similarly; both declared their vehement
opposition to Brahminism but still did not hate
Brahmins; both were rationalist; both had hated
the blood sucking class of priests, landlords,
moneylenders and capitalists and sought to
organise their victims; both emphasised the
importance of education in the scheme of liberation
of Dalits and backward castes; and so on and so
forth (Teltumbde, 2006).
Howsoever underestimated or grossly overlooked
the contradictions between the Shudra backward
castes and the non-caste Dalits may be in the
village setting where precisely the caste problem is
to be confronted, the Shudra castes came to share
the mantle of Brahminism in relation to Dalits. This
is basically strengthened by the economic
contradictions between these farmer castes and the
Dalits who are the farm labourers dependent on
them. This legacy of Manu could neither be
overcome by the powerful non-Brahmin movement
of Mahatma Phule, who had certainly shown how to
bring them together during his life time; nor by the
Dalit movement despite its significant investment
for bringing about a broad unity of all the labouring
people during Ambedkar's time.
The Post-Ambedkar period
The post-Ambedkar Dalit movement had witnessed
several ups and downs. On one side a categorical
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awakening among the Dalits had grown beyond all
imagination and on the other it has somewhere
stagnant after Dr. Ambedkar mainly due to
ideological disposition. The post-Ambedkar phase
can be broadly divided into three phases – rise and
fall of the Republican Party, emergence of the Dalit
Panthers and thirdly the growing assertion of Dalits
for political power and their consequent refusal to
remain satisfied merely with education and job
opportunities arising out of the policy of
reservation. While the first two phases were
confined to Maharashtra, interestingly the third one
hardly had any role of Maharashtra – it was mostly
outside the state of Maharashtra.
The factors that unfolded these phases depended
much on the orientation guiding them. In
Maharashtra except the strong efforts of Dadasaheb
Gaikwad and some instant initiatives by Dalit
Panthers, the Dalit movement almost failed to
address the material aspect and life of Dalits. This
perhaps was the key contributor to why the
Congress party as a whole gained immense strength
in the 60s and 70s within Maharashtra ensuring
Dalits as their natural vote banks, despite the
overarching legacy of Amebdkar. The fall of these
movements marked the entry of the pettybourgeoisie outlook to the centre stage of
perspective and the middle class cultural norm
governing the leadership life-style married with
splits and schism and a complete detachment from
the real mass.
There is no denial of the fact that the Dalit
movement in the post-Ambedkar phase has gained
immense potential and stridden several step ahead
in the real democratisation of the Indian society
with the rejection of political dominated by
Brahminical values (George, 2005). The impressive
emergence of BSP under Kanshiram in the national
politics underlines this major chunk of the third
phase. Kanshiram laid the foundation for this
through forming All India Backward and Minority
Castes Employees Federation (BAMCEF) in 1973 at
first and later the Dalit Shoshit Samaj Sangarsh
Samiti, popularly known as DS-4 in 1981 (Singh,
2010).
The success achieved by BSP has certainly
encouraged the emergence of similar experiments in
different parts of the country (George, 2005). The
emergence of Vidudalai Chiruthaigal Katchi as the
largest Dalit movement in Tamil Nadu under the
leadership of Thirumavalavan in recent years and
another party called Puthiya Tamilagam under Dr
Krishnaswami are quite inspirational and instilled
new rays of hope against caste oppression. Dalit
Samrakshana Samiti in Karnataka could also be
seen as an emergent movement, despite the
limitation of the time-space factor. The efforts to

revive the Republican Party in Maharashtra –
despite all its multiple factions – could also be seen
as efforts with certain political goals in place. There
are similar efforts in other states too.
All these developments had certainly been a marker
in the quest for attaining political mobility and
space. However one could also observe that these
formations from parties to social movements of the
oppressed, poor and marginalised has failed to
mobilise the larger societal social consciousness to
bring more social equilibrium for the Dalits. Dr.
Ambedkar has left with a mission to be continued
with specific objectives and goals of building an
India, which he often referred to as ‘Prabuddha
Bharat’. Thus the Dalit movements seem to have
not only lost their momentum as a movement, but
also has shifted from its core agenda to a more
populist agenda which sweeping shift in their
slogans and languages.
Land Question and Power Dynamics – the
missed line by Dalits Movements
Parallel to these developments there is another
aspect that somehow consciously or unconsciously
slipped away from the Dalit-Bahujan movement in
the national political scenario after independence.
During
the
post-independence
period
the
imperatives of electoral politics provided the motive
force for the consolidation of the middle castes.
Thus a majority of the Shudra castes – who were
marginal or small farmers or artisans labouring in
the jajmani-balutedari (client-patron) system –
attained crucial and critical room for affirming
themselves (George, 2006B).
These castes received disproportionate benefits
from the policies and programmes implemented
during this period. The most significant have been
the land reforms that sought to restore the lands to
tenants and later the green revolution that
channelled significant investments into agriculture
and raised its productivity. The former could not
reach real tenants who in most cases were Dalits
because the government machinery would not know
that there operated a layered tenancy in villages as
a Dalit tenant could not be dealt with by the high
caste landlord directly. So, by default, it recognised
the intermediaries as the legal tenants who
invariably belonged to these farmer castes. Many of
the benami transfers also went to them, as they
were the confidants of the former landlords. The
green revolution, as numerous studies concluded,
clearly benefited the bigger farmers who again
belonged to these castes. The empowerment of a
section from these Shudra castes impelled them to
create a formidable constituency for themselves in
nexus with the capitalist class and wielded
significant political power. The contradiction
between them and the Brahmins that impelled the
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non-Brahmin movements during the colonial times
were overcome in this process, which enabled them
to assume the hegemonic role in the rural setting
(Teltumbde, 2006).
Omvedt and Patankar (1979) points to the
development of two parallel hierarchies in
development of caste system in India. One
hierarchy developed in the domain of agrarian
relations ranging from landlords to independent
peasants to tenant-cultivator to field servants. The
last category comprised the untouchables – a form
of semi-slavery. The entire land policy evolved in the
colonial period and during the freedom struggle was
focussed on the ideology of ‘land to the tiller’, which
excluded the lowest hierarchy in the agrarian
system i.e. the untouchable field servants.
In the pre-1947 phase, the castes under this
generic Shudra caste-group were not well off
economically and equal socially. Many of them, the
artisan and service castes, were as poor as Dalits
and continue at various rungs in the caste
hierarchy. However, they could be bracketed
together socially in caste terms as one entity for the
reason that they were economically farmers since
many of these groups held land in the new set of
arrangements. The caste divisions between them
were really imperceptible in hierarchical terms,
though social engagements are still limited (George,
2006B).
In relations to Dalits – however they were placed
socially and culturally clearly apart as the caste
Hindus – their superiority perception in relation to
the increasingly assertive Dalits was deliberately
worked up by the powerful elements in villages,
which thwarted any possibility of their making
common base and agenda with Dalits. All these
Shudra castes came to pose as a single block in
opposition to Dalits for mainly two reasons. One,
their superiority in the caste hierarchy to Dalits lent
them power over them to extract more and more
economic surplus and two, the assertiveness of the
majority Dalit caste induced by their political
consciousness (through the Dalit movement) and
economic betterment (through reservation policy)
made them vulnerable and defensive (George,
2006B).
These dynamics achieved two things for the rural
rich. One, it obfuscated their exploitative relations
with their own caste fellows and two; it provided
them the requisite mass base to claim political
power. One shouldn’t conceal or mask the historical
blunder of the Communist movement in its
incapacity to analyse the caste system which led to
the unambiguous failure to interpret the
established traditional working class sections of
India. This also had done a lot of damage to the
Dalit movement and at large frozen the working

class either. Beyond the definite splitting up of
Dalits it also botched in addressing the questions of
bringing the new class along with Dalit with the
class movement. Obliterating the class structure in
India could only begin with the annihilation of caste
(Teltumbde, 2006) that was completely forgotten by
the communists.
Any question of caste annihilation cannot happen
without thrashing the power structure, which has
its roots in the land holding patterns that emerged
in the post independence period. The historical
alienation of Dalit movement from Communist –
who otherwise could had been their natural ally –
for whatsoever reasons, juxtaposed from composing
any alliance at this facade either. This new class of
landed people emerged as the political class, who in
return completely dismissed any question of Dalit
land rights, nor did the emergent Dalit movements
felt the necessary need of taking up the land
question at the national level seriously. Thus the
Ambedkar’s project of annihilation of caste remains
as a distant dream of all those who claimed to be
the vanguards of the new society creation.
Hindutva Fascism & Dalits Movements
Another aspect that the Dalit movement in the postAmbedkar era failed to address is that of the direct
challenges of communal fascism. Communal
Fascism is a form of extreme right-wing ideology
that celebrates the nation or the race as an organic
community transcending all other loyalties. It
emphasizes a myth of national or racial or puritan
rebirth after a period of decline or destruction. To
this end, fascism calls for a “spiritual revolution”
against signs of moral decay such as individualism
and materialism, and seeks to purge “alien” forces
and groups that threaten the organic community.
Fascism tends to celebrate masculinity, youth,
mystical unity, and the regenerative power of
violence. Often, but not always, it promotes racial
superiority
doctrines,
ethnic
persecution,
imperialist expansion, and genocide. At the same
time,
fascists
may
embrace
a
form
of
internationalism based on either racial or
ideological solidarity across national boundaries.
Usually fascism espouses open male supremacy,
though sometimes it may also promote female
solidarity and new opportunities for women of the
privileged nation or race (George, 2006A).
Fascism's approach to politics is both populist – in
that it seeks to activate “the people” as a whole
against perceived oppressors or enemies – and
elitist – in that it treats the people's will as
embodied in a select group, or often one supreme
leader, from whom authority proceeds downward.
Fascism seeks to organise a cadre-led mass
movement in a drive to seize state power. It seeks to
forcibly subordinate all spheres of society to its
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ideological vision of organic community, usually
through a totalitarian state. Both as a movement
and a regime, fascism uses mass organisations as a
system of integration and control, and uses
organized violence to suppress opposition, although
the scale of violence varies widely (George, 2006A).
The present phase of fascism is a more organised
and systematic attempt to continue the caste-class
legacy. It started with the emergence of Hindu
Chauvinism and Cultural Nationalism under the
leadership of RSS led camp. This camp learnt
various things from different sectors. They learnt
the skills in organising and mobilising from
Communist parties, mastered the management
techniques from Churches & Christian institutions,
the one-man dictator model of Adolph Hitler and
the also the methods of maintaining private militia.
In nutshell, the wholesome exercise was to sustain
and strengthen the same old ideology of purity of
the three upper varnas and Shudras and
Panchamas as impure and pollutants. A twin
strategy of dictating the Dalits and non-Hindu
communities is the present form of communal
fascism in India. Current mode of communal polity
coupled with sustained casteism apparently speaks
of this truth (George, 2006B).
Communal-fascism has built philanthropic and
religious institutions like Saraswati Sishu Mandir,
Vanvasi Kalyan Ashram, Sanghs, Deen Dayal
Shodh Sansthan, Sanskriti Bihar, Vikas Bharit,
Gayatri Pariwar, Brahmakumari Samaj, etc. are
some of the strategies adopted to create inroads
among the Dalits & Adivasis. Expansion of fascism
has so far and is disintegrating the Dalit-Adivasi
ideology, theology, and identity and intimidated
their very existence. Apparently this ruptures the
community, deteriorates the noble notions of
sharing, caring and co-operation, expansion of
patriarchy and battered the inkling of community
ownership over resources and all remaining
symbols of common property (George, 2006A).
Another strategy applied is the steady and
systematic capturing of the community panchayats
and organisations. The best example of this is
Gujarat where the communal fascists have got their
stranglehold and successfully executed the carnage
against the Muslims by communalising Dalits and
Adivasis. Two crucial incidences in the Dalit history
of India would remain as irremovable scars – one

being the demolition of Babri Mazjit and the second
the post Godra genocide of Muslim. Regretfully no
Dalit organisation had a strong stand against either
of these.
Dalits chosen to be the foot soldiers of the Hindutva
forces against Muslims indeed surprised many. The
very same Brahmins, Banias and Patidars who
constitute the Hindutva command today sparked off
the 1981 anti-reservations riots against Dalits. 20
years should not be too long a period for the
collective memory of the victims to be effaced in
favour of the perpetrators of crime. The riots were a
part of their protest against the reservation system
that gave Dalits access to medical and engineering
colleges. They were based on falsehood and blatant
lies even then as any of the riots thereafter and the
recent carnages are. It led to riots in which Dalits
were targeted in 18 of Gujarat's 19 districts. The
backlash was so harsh and widespread that it
marked a watershed in the Dalit consciousness.
The violence of 1981 riots achieved in one shot
what they could not do over many years. It is
significant to remember that during these riots the
Muslims had sheltered Dalits at many places.
Dalits faced the wrath of same Brahmins, Banias
and Patidars combine again in 1985 although this
time their agitation was against the hike in job
quotas for the OBCs in government and educational
institutions. Ironically the Dalits upheld the
reservations for the OBCs under the Mandal
Commission and bore the wrath of the higher castes
but the actual beneficiaries continued not only to be
with the higher castes but also against Dalits
(Teltumbde, 2004).
Resultant is the perpetual assurance of control over
these communities plus a bonus of sustaining
casteism. Expansion of caste fascism has so far and
is disintegrating the Dalit ideology, theology, and
identity and intimidated their very existence.
Apparently
this
ruptures
the
community,
deteriorates the noble notions of sharing, caring
and co-operation, expansion of patriarchy and
battered the inkling of community ownership over
resources. Let us not forget Ambedkar was the
greatest fighter against religious fascism and
historical caste fascism.
To be continued in next issue………
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Note to Contributors
We welcome your articles / essays / intimation for the events / news / book reviews / photos / cartoons /
paintings relevant to our subject matter related to Buddhism and Buddhist people in the world.
Contributors are requested to send their articles / essays in word format latest by 15 days before the full
moon day of the month so that it can be published in the same month if space is available. The publishers
reserve the right to publish the article within six months from the receipt of your articles / essays etc.
Writers are requested to provide full details for correspondence, postal address, day-time phone numbers
and email address. Our email address for correspondence is indian.buddhistvoice@gmail.com. All the
material published in this e-magazine will be posted on http://www.buddhistvoice.com and will form the
part of archives for future reference. We encourage you to send original research material with list of
references used for preparation of the material for publication. We prefer the articles / essays / news
within 1000 words.
Discussions and Letters
We encourage you to comment on the articles published in Buddhist Voice. Your comments / letters
should be restricted to 300 words. If found suitable, we will publish your comments / letters in our emagazine.

Best of ways is the Eightfold (Way).
Best of truths are the Four (Truths).
Passionlessness is the best of (mental) states.
The Man of Vision is the best of bipeds.
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Conscience Speaks
Religion or a way of life
Vivek Sakpal

Buddhism, for many, is a way of life, a philosophy;
for many, it’s a religion to be proud of. A debate
sparks in mind where to place this beautiful
thought, idea, or belief as you call it.
Way of life: Buddhism in its rightmost spirit is a
way of life. A way of reasoning, questioning,
rationalising actions, words and ideas. Questioning
“The Buddha” in itself is the beauty of Buddhism. It
also lets the individual choose his own Buddha. It
can be Siddharth Gautam as popularly accepted or
any other Buddha born before, after him or living
currently. This approach focuses more on the
concept of Buddhism than the individual aspect
Buddha, Siddharth Gautam. With this approach
one may create his/her own path towards the final
destination of Buddhism, i.e. Enlightenment. But
high chances are to be lost on the path or even
compromise on personally defined ethics. This
probably can lead to misinterpretation and
justifying every action in pure ignorance or
overconfidence in self. Very few may have the
power to find their own path towards goal. Many
may have achieved it but may not have even
realised it, that is what they are feeling or know is
actually to be called enlightenment. This is the
trickiest part of it.
Enlightenment can be simplified as a blessed state,
awakening to ultimate truth or a divine experience.
The best part of this approach is, one need not be
officially Buddhist, need not visit a Buddha Vihar,
need not go for a formal conversion ceremony or to
the extent that one may not even know that what
he/she is actually doing is Buddhism. You can find
many practicing Buddhist but not officially
Buddhist in the Indian Society.
If we look around we find many such people who
have raised themselves above all in multiple
aspects, I feel that most scientists, rational
activists, philosophers are in principle following this
way of life, defined by themselves and hence they
are in my view “A Buddha”. Some of them have
great achievements and work, which is no less than
Enlightenment, and can be termed equivalent to
modern day Buddha, irrespective of their religious
belief or belief in “God” or the “concept of god”. I
opine that people like Jesus, Prophet Muhammad,
Shakespeare, Michelangelo, Plato, Archimedes,
Einstein, Newton, Edison, Karl Marx or in Indian
context Kabir, Ashoka, Tukaram, Phule, Gandhi
and Ambedkar, are modern day Buddha. Yes, they
may have differed or been limited from Siddharth
Gautama, but in a larger scenario they are

enlightened and hence it won’t be wrong to call
them “Buddha”.
It’s up to oneself to choose this path and seek
enlightenment.
Religion: Religion is a set of beliefs and culture.
Buddhism as a religion developed and also saw a
downtime in history and then saw its revival.
Buddhism as religion mainly revolves around the
five precepts of Siddharth Gautama, the Buddha,
and his teachings to his followers. Siddharth
Gautama showed a path in these five precepts
towards enlightenment, in simplest form to an
ordinary individual. These five precepts look very
simple but in practice are very difficult too. One
may follow these and as per him be an enlightened
individual. I personally have no clue how many
have attained enlightenment by walking on this
path, it does not imply that I disagree or challenge
it, but simply I state and accept that I am ill
informed on this.
This path I see gets lost in rituals of the culture,
slowly one tends to focus more on rituals than its
actual meanings. One may observe that individuals
practicing this path tend to focus more on
important aspects of rituals than the core
philosophy of five precepts and a rational mind.
Differences over rituals separate people, forming
sects within. Rituals are localised and sects tend to
be localised too. But focus on five precepts; the vital
most aspect of the path is blurred.
Siddharth Gautama was a genius in explaining his
path. Once a person was in search of him and
found him after a long struggle. On meeting him,
the person asked how he could be enlightened then
and there itself. The Buddha simply requested that
as he was on his way, he could join him and they
would talk over this in detail when they reach
destination in the evening. The person stood
adamant, seeking enlightenment there and then
itself. He expressed that the next moment he may
die, The Buddha may die, the world might end or
any such action where in he could not attain
enlightenment. The Buddha understood the need
an urgency of his new disciple. He simplified and
told “ In your seeking, let there be only seeking and
nothing else, in you hearing, smelling, eating etc let
there be only hearing, smelling, eating and nothing
else. “His new disciple got his path to
enlightenment. I personally tried to practice this
path. I failed. It’s one of the toughest jobs to be so
highly focused in your senses and let your mind not
deviate or get distracted to even your own other
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senses, in day today life. The power to control your
own sensory organs is difficult, and if achieved is
remarkable.
Siddharth Gautama – The Buddha advocated the
middle path. Yes, there can be a middle path
between extreme point of view, way or life or
Religion. One can choose the finer points of both.
Try your best to follow the teachings of Siddharth
Gautama – The Buddha, but not get lost in
ritualistic aspect of the religion, at the same time
keep your mind alert towards reasoning,
questioning, rationalising actions, words and ideas
of your own and others. A control on your senses, if
possible, can help you a lot, although not sure how
to achieve it.

The beauty of Buddhism lies in its rational
approach and middle path. People tend to take
extreme positions and defend themselves and their
points. This may lead to a victory but not happiness
of all. Happiness of all beings may surely lead you
to enlightenment. Human needs in life are basic. An
emotionally healthy person will surely spread joy
around and make life better for all.
After all, it’s you who has to choose the path to
walk………

Tribute to the Most Honoured Poet
By
Majority of Indian Buddhist
Wamandada Kardak

▲▲▲

भीमा तया
मताचे जर पाच लोक असते
ु
तलवारचे तयाचे यारे च टोक असते.
वाणीत भीम आहे , करणीत भीम असता
वतन तया
पलांचे सारे च चोख असते.
ु
गोळी खशाल
घाला फाशी खशाल
&यारे
ु
ु
खोटे इथे ख)याचे दसरे
ु च टोक असते.
त+वाची जाण असती, ,बनडोक लोक नसते
सारे चलन तयांचे ते रोखठोक असते.
सदभाव एकतेचे जर अंतरात असते
चकले
कणीह
नसते सारे च एक असते.
ु
ु
वामन समान सारे 1वाथाने अंध नसते
त3झया
56त7माणे
सारे च नेक असते.
ु
ु
- लोकशाहर वामनदादा कडक

15th August, 1922 – 15th May 2004
More than 10,000 Songs in Marathi and Hindi!
Many of them have been recorded by HMV and other Record Companies.
He raised the bar for Indian Poetry and Folk Songs.
Still there is no major recognition by State or Central Governement.
He deserved at least a PADMA BHUSHAN Award!!!
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The Dhammapada

The Path of Dhamma OR The Treasury of Truth
Anil Yadavrao Gaikwad

We have read about the Yamaka Vagga, first verse
and second verse in previous issues of Buddhist
Voice where the Lord Buddha’s main message was
“Good Begets Good”. If we do any good work or
deeds, good will happen to us. Our mind is the
main force which attracts what we do. If we speak
or act with a pure mind, good things happen to us
and it remains with us.
We will now study the Third and Forth verse
together. It talks about anger. The message is
retaliation does not lead to peace in life. In other
words if we fight with people we will not get peace in
life and like good things attract good things,
similarly bad things will attract bad things in life
and we will never be at peace. The message is
similar to the first verse of Yamaka Vagga where we
have seen that Lord Buddha talks about cause and
effect. Good cause always results in good effect.
Yamaka Vagga (Verse Three & Four)
Main Message from the verse is “Retaliation does
not lead to peace in life”
Pali Version
Akkocchi mam avadhi mam ajini mam ahasi me
ye tam upanayhanti veram tesam na sammati || 3 ||

अोिछ मं अविध मं अिजनी मं अहािस मे!
ये च तं उपनहित वेरं तेसं न समित !!३!!
Meaning
When a person holds that he was insulted,
assaulted, defeated, or robbed, his anger continues
to increase. The anger of such a person has no way
of subsiding. The more he goes over his imaginary
trouble the greater becomes his desire to avenge it.
Akkocchi mam avadhi mam ajini mm ahasi me
ye tam na upanayhanti veram tesu pasammati. || 4 ||

अोिछ मं अविध मं अिजनी मं अहािस मे !
ये तं न उपनहित वेरं तेसूपसमित !!४!!
Meaning
Living in human society, people often quarrel with
one another. When such conflicts occur, people
often keep thinking about the wrongs done to them
by others. When that happens, their anger tends to
grow. But in those who forgive and forget the
wrongs done to them, anger quickly vanishes. They
are then at peace.
Commentary
This pair of verses reveals the psychological
principle that is basic to emotional control. Emotion
is an excitement of the body that begins with a

thought. A thought creates a mental picture which,
if held onto, excites a corresponding emotion. It is
only when this mental picture is discarded and paid
no attention to that the emotion subsides. The
Buddha’s constant advice to his followers was not
to retaliate but to practice patience at all times and
places, even under provocation. The Buddha
praises those who forgive the wrongs of others, even
though they have the power to retaliate. In the
Dhammapada itself there are many instances that
show how the Buddha practiced patience, even
when he was severely criticised, abused, and
attacked. Patience is not a sign of weakness or
defeatism but the unfailing strength of great men
and women. The secret of patience is to change the
mental picture or how you interpret a situation. We
can give an example from Shantivadi Jataka, where
the saint Shantivadi was the Buddha in his former
life. The saint kept repeating the thought, “Long live
the king may he be free from harm”, while his limbs
were severed until death, by this cruel king who
wanted to test his patience.
The Story of Matthakundali associated with
Verse Three & Four
While residing at the Jetavana Monastery in
Saravasti, the Buddha uttered these Verses, with
reference to Monk Tissa. Tissa, son of the Buddha’s
maternal aunt, was at one time staying with the
Buddha. He had become a monk only in his old
age, but he posed as a senior monk and was very
pleased when visiting monks asked his permission
to do some service for him. On the other hand, he
failed to perform the duties expected of junior
monks; besides, he often quarrelled with the
younger monks. Should anyone rebuke him on
account of his behaviour, he would go complaining
to the Buddha, weeping, very much dissatisfied and
very upset.
Once, the Teacher asked him, “Tissa, why have you
come to me so sad and sorrowful with tears in your
eyes, weeping?” The other monks had discussed
among themselves, “If he goes alone, he may cause
trouble.” So they too went along with him, paid
obeisance to the Teacher, and sat down respectfully
on one side. Tissa answered the Teacher’s question,
“Venerable, these monks are abusing me.” The
Teacher asked, “But where were you sitting?” “In
the centre of the monastery in the Hall of State,
Venerable.” “Did you see these monks when they
came?” “Yes, Venerable I saw them.” “Did you rise
and go to meet them?” “No, Venerable, I did not.”
“Did you offer to take their monastic utensils?” “No,
Venerable, I did not offer to take them.” “Tissa, do
not act thus. You alone are to be blamed; ask their
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pardon.” “I will not ask their pardon, Venerable.”
The monks said to the Teacher, “He is an obstinate
monk, Venerable.” The Teacher replied, “Monks,
this is not the first time he has proved obstinate; he
was obstinate also in a previous state of existence.”
“We know all about his present obstinacy,
Venerable; but what did he do in a previous state of
existence?” “Well then, monks listen,” said the
Teacher. So saying, he told the following story.

time I injured the teacher; this time I will go in past
his feet.” The result was that, when Narada entered,
he trod on Devala’s neck. There upon Devala cried
out, “Who is that?” Narada replied, “It is I, teacher.”
“False ascetic,” said Devala, “The first time you trod
on my locks. This time you tread on my neck. I will
curse you.” “Teacher, I am not to blame. I did not
know that you were lying in this position. When I
came in I thought to myself, ‘The first time I injured
the teacher; this time I will go in past his feet.’
Please pardon me.” “False ascetic, I will curse you.”
“Do not do so, teacher.” But Devala, paying no
attention to what Narada said, cursed him all the
same, saying, “May your head split into seven
pieces at sunrise.” Now Narada, perceiving that the
curse would fall back on his brother-ascetic, he felt
compassion for him, and therefore put forth the
power of his meditation and prevented the sunrise.
When the sun did not rise, the king had to
intervene and ask Devala to apologise. Devala
refused. Then said Narada to Devala, “Teacher, I
will put forth my power of meditation and make the
sun to rise. At the moment of sunrise please keep a
lump of clay on your head and submerge in water
and rise in different places as you go your way.” As
soon as the sun’s rays touched the lump of clay on
his head, it divided into seven pieces. There upon
Devala ducked in the water, and came up in a
different place, and ran away. When the Buddha
had given his instruction, he said, “Monks, at that
time the king was Ananda, Devala was Tissa, and
Narada was myself, when at that time he was
obstinate.” The Buddha advised them not to keep
thoughts of enmity, for this could be only appeased
by thoughts of friendliness.

Once upon a time, when a certain king reigned at
Benares, an ascetic named Devala, who had resided
for eight months in the Himalaya country, desiring to
reside near the city during the four months of the
rains, for salt and vinegar returned from the
Himalayas. Seeing two boys at the gate of the city,
he asked them, “Where do monks who come to this
city spend the night?” “In the potter’s hall,
Venerable.” So Devala went to the potter’s hall,
stopped at the door, and said, “lf it is agreeable to
you, Bhaggava, I would like to spend one night in
your hall.” The potter turned over the hall to him,
saying, “I have no work going on in the hall at night,
and the hall is a large one; spend the night here as
you please, Venerable.” No sooner had Devala
entered the hall and sat down than another ascetic
named Narada, returning from the Himalayas,
asked the potter for a night’s lodging. The potter
thought to himself, “The ascetic who arrived first
may or may not be willing to spend the night with
him; I will therefore relieve myself of responsibility.”
So he said to the ascetic who had just arrived,
“Venerable, if the ascetic who arrived first approves
of it, spend the night at your pleasure.” So Narada
approached Devala and said, “Teacher, if it is
agreeable to you, I would like to spend one night
here.” Devala replied, “The hall is a large one; References
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If by renouncing a limited happiness one would see an abundant
Happiness, let the spiritually mature person, having regard to the
abundant happiness, sacrifice the limited happiness.

If one would only apply to oneself what one teaches others, when
one was well disciplined oneself one could train others. It is oneself
who is hard to train.

A man who keeps company with a fool, will suffer for it a long time.
It is always painful to live with fools, like with an enemy, but a wise
man is good to live with, like meeting up with relatives.
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Motivational Guru says…
Internal Leadership Development (Part – 2)
Life Coach Mahendra Ingle

Thanks

to all readers for giving huge response to
the
first
column
on
“Internal
Leadership
Development 1”. Where we discussed about story of
“Mongoose - the Baby Sitter” and learnt from it.
How actions taken based only on perceptions can
harm or destroy the person who in fact is trying to
protect you. We also discussed that in order to
enjoy the fame and status of leader, he/she must
be prepared to face the brutal negative impact, just
in case the target is unable to achieve due to any
reason.
During my life coaching experience, it is observed
that developing any skill requires huge amount of
patience and those looking for instant fame or quick
acceptance by masses as leader fail in establishing
their impact.
When it comes to self development of Internal
Leadership Development, there is huge difference
between knowing it, learning it and using the
acquired leadership skills to benefit people and
humanity. Like Learning A, B, C, D; Cycling and
Swimming, the success and leadership skills are
also learnable skills. Being a leader and developing
leaders require different skill sets.
One of the key success factors to be a great leader
is one’s ability to create and train budding leader
and develop his immediate second line of
leadership. This is very delicate skill any leader
must acquire at the earliest. This reminds me of a
mesmerizing story; of a little child, Cocoon and
Butterfly. Once, little child Sunny was very curious
to know how does butterfly come out of a cocoon.
Enthusiastic father, took it literally, went to garden
and brought few newly formed cocoons. Father
placed these set of cocoons in the house. Excited
Little sunny started to observe cocoon growth and
to his surprise Cocoon started cracking to open and
with lots of efforts and internal push, cute colourful
butterfly emerged out
and after few hops by
flapping feathers butterfly started flying in free air
and soon disappeared from the window. Similarly
more such butterflies broke open the cocoon and
flied happily. All this was happening in presence of
Little Sunny’s parents. Still there was one cocoon to
break open. One day when Sunny’s parents were
out for shopping and Sunny was all alone in house.
He was eager to know when last butterfly would
break the cocoon to fly out. The moment came,
cocoon started vibrating and butterfly head started
coming out of cocoon. As little Sunny was along
watching without parent’s supervision, he could not

see butterfly in pain as her neck strangle in crack of
cocoon walls.
Thinking to help the butterfly come out, little sunny
rushed to kitchen and brought pair of scissor, tong
and kitchen knife. The child loved the butterfly and
due to this strong affection and feelings, he
carefully held the cocoon with tongs and slowly
started cutting open the cocoon crack created by
the butterfly’s internal jerks.
The crack became wide and the butterfly came out
easily. Because of little child’s assistance the last
butterfly came out more faster in comparison to
other previous butterflies who came out on their
own, without any external support.
Butterfly started flying happily inside the house and
joy of the child had no boundaries for he had saved
life of a butterfly from being strangled in cocoon
crack. And felt that butterfly became his friend and
that’s the reason why she is not flying out of the
room. Little Sunny was excited and eager to break
this news of helping save the butterfly’s life to his
parents. Late evening parents came, first time in his
life little Sunny didn’t look at the shopping bags,
gifts and eatables. He pushed aside all shopping
bags and started narrating the whole story and was
proud that he has helped save butterfly’s life.
Parents were excited to know child’s love and
sympathy towards butterfly. Parents appreciated
Sunny’s efforts and complimented him for his
gesture and said Sunny after dinner we will tell you
about what will be the future of Butterfly you
helped and said “Dear Sunny we love you and are
proud of your concern”.
Sunny was first to finish dinner because he was
curious to know that future of his buddy butterfly.
It was time to go for bed and story time. Little
Sunny started listening to his father carefully. As
mother was seated beside Sunny, Father cuddled
Sunny in his arms and said with very soft and
serious tone “Dear Sunny we love you and liked
your nature to help butterfly come out, but...”
Sunny asked “But ...what that...” Father says
“Sunny next time don’t help butterfly to come out of
cocoon”. Curious Sunny asks “But What Dad?”
Father “Tell me, why people lift heavy weights in
Gym” Sunny Says “Because their muscles become
healthy and stronger”. Father says “Sunny,
similarly as butterfly was trying to push internal
walls of cocoon to come out, it was doing exercise to
give strength to its tiny wings, to make them
stronger so that she can fly with confidence”.
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Sunny asks “Dad! Now what will happen to the
butterfly which I helped? ”, Father “I am sorry
Sunny, because you helped her to come out, her
wings didn’t got that strength to fly high, she can
hop and fly only small distance, look that’s the
reason she is flying inside house, where was all
previous butterflies were strong and flying high. In
the process of your love and care and sympathy to
help her, you made her weak and she does not have
inner natural strength to fly high”. Sunny “I am
sorry dad, I will never do it again”. Father “you did
it out of love and care and you are innocent sunny.
I am proud you learnt important lesson of life”.
Sunny asks with confusion “Dad, can you explain
me again what message I got to learn today?”
Father “Ok listen carefully, helping others is good,
but your help must not make that person
handicapped and weak. Remember I do exactly the
same when you learn bicycle, you get afraid and cry
because I don’t always hold you as you learn to
ride bicycle, because I want you to ride the bicycle
alone with your own skills, strengths and internal
confidence”. Sunny “Oh, now I understood. That’s
the reason I came first in schools bicycle riding
competition, on that risky turn on tracks many of
my colleagues fell down as they were scared to ride
with high speed and failed to balance. Because you
made me self confident and stronger by making me
fall in your presence during training session. Thank
you, dad. I love you”... “Now I understood why
teacher, mother and you don’t help me solve my all
problems till final answer. Because you want make
me strong, independent, performer and not weak
dependent follower.”
“Dad I know my school friend Prajakta parents also
do the same thing what you are trying to explain
me”. Father “Yes, Sunny. Prajakta’s father is a good
friend of mine. We both follow similar leadership
training concepts, because we both want our child
to become an independent leader in future”
In today’s global era, being a leader in oneself is not
at all sufficient. If a person is successful in his /
her lifetime and had millions of followers then when
the charisma and influence of such leader fades
away entire millions of followers are baffled,
misguided and lost in confusion since second line of
leadership is not created by such leader.
Illustration: Nagpur is famous for Lemon / Sweet
Lime/ Santra. The year in which farmer want to
harvest fruits, he stops watering plants few months
in advance. Now the divine power almighty nature
knows this law of creating clone leaders of same
nature. As there is question of survival, no water
reaching to its roots, the plant decides to make
delicious juice pulp around seeds. If plants are
watered regularly it results in fruit is being not a
tasty and vice versa. We have to learn from this

nature’s law of creating second line of leadership
(Seeds) in adversity for keeping the breed alive.
The individual leader’s personal love, greed, fears
and insecurity makes him poor leader by not
allowing him to generate second line of leadership.
Personal greed because every leader feels that he
must be the super power, no one must be stronger
than him and only he should be sole leader. Such
leader always wants weak followers. He always
ensures that the second lines of leaders are not
developed so that he has absolute control. Its
leaders fear and insecurity. And last the butterfly
helper too much love and affection to dear and near
ones that they give them all comforts in life and
can’t give them pains to learn and acquire skills to
fight adversity. I have come across very few bold
leaders who dare to develop strong second line of
leadership. Majority of the leaders internal agenda
is to develop mute followers where as public agenda
is to develop leaders of society and corporate.
Existing default leader can be any senior member in
team; example Father or Elder brother / Sister of
family, Manager of a Department, Senior Position
personality in organisation, Senior Chairperson by
way of Government Designation, Seniority by age
etc., Owner of kingdom or Business Empire. Etc
Future budding leader (second line) can be any
junior team member such as Son, Daughter,
Younger Brother, Assistant Manager of a
Department, Junior Manager in organisation,
younger ones, and default heir to huge hereditary
kingdom or Business Empire earned by ancestors.
Too much interference by existing leaders; into new
would be leaders working style is risky and it acts
like little child cutting cocoon cracks open to help
butterfly to come out. Most of Existing leaders have
success syndrome and addiction to guide every
junior, without understanding leadership needs of
juniors. But in sharp contrast to it, In most cases
where Senior Junior Relationship is longer than one
year plus; Junior needs are to explore, experiment,
learn by failures and they voluntarily go to senior
for help when they are stuck or fail. Whereas the
existing leadership want to guide junior leadership
at every step and they want junior leaders to
behave like a puppet.
Combination of above all could be the middle path
of developing second line of leadership.
What is the action plan for generating new leaders?
Identify few possible future leaders in your family,
organisation, department or society. Periodically
expose them to adverse conditions. If senior leader
can’t find adversity then deliberately create
uncomfortable situations and see how junior
budding leader reacts/responds to it. This I have
tried on many occasions during various life
coaching assignments and results are miraculous.
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Like genuine gold comes out bright shining after
subjected fire, similarly genuine leader rises up
from adverse conditions. We know that the metal
during the destructive testing always examined for
its quality under extreme conditions. I have seen
many who’s who leaders failing in adverse
conditions.
I have witnessed many pseudo brave leaders who
crush to sweet powder of goody-goody nature,
under pressure of extreme financial losses or
become arrogant under huge psychological stress.
We have record of cheap coward team leaders who
enjoys being a team leader in good times of family /
company / society and is the first to run away from
tense, conflict situations amongst team members.
Instead of being a bold leader he / she prefers to
avoid the very root cause of conflict and goes
hibernating during that tenure and like frogs in
rainy season props up suddenly during happier
times.

Conclusion is “Develop strong second line of
leadership, similar to you or even stronger than
you.”
From this third issue of Buddhist Voice I am
starting interactive life coaching internal leadership
grooming series. It is only for those who intent to
participate in this practical, real time self
leadership development program. You are welcomed
only if you want to participate for your own
leadership development. It’s a process of self
enlightenment and then enlightening others. Send
email to lifecoach.mahendra@gmail.com or to
Buddhist Voice Editor for future live training on
internal leadership development.
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Freedom From A Spiritual Perspective
Ven. Vinayarakkhita Thero

Just as there is only one taste in the ocean-the
taste of salt-so in Dhamma there is only one taste.
The Taste of Freedom - Buddha.
In modern world everyone seems to be speaking of
political freedom and economic freedom but hardly
do we find people speaking of freedom from wrong
beliefs and practices that cause much harm at
individual level and social level as well. Spirituality
is the spirit to know reality, to know actuality and
not a belief system as normally understood by
common people.
Being free means to avoid false notions that, cause
physical or spiritual paralysis among the humans.
It is to free oneself from negative discriminations in
the name of caste, colour, race, region or religion
and instead follow the universal truth, universal
brotherhood, rationality and scientific temper to
become a complete human being. Freedom with the
sense of morality is true freedom because where
there is sense morality there is sense of
responsibility and where there is sense of
responsibility there is equality. This in turn
develops a sense of share and care, making things
fair. Just having Freedom does not mean one is
having happiness but one who is happy has real
freedom. Our nation got freedom but are our people
happy? Once a man asked Buddha “I want
happiness”. Buddha said remove “I” that is Ego,
and then remove “want” that is Greed. See now, you
are left with only Happiness which in turn is real
freedom. In one sense we can say that free from
doom is freedom. Buddha described Dhamma as
the practice of Freedom. In Buddhism, Dhamma is
a discipline that leads to Freedom. Many may think
that discipline and freedom are opposite things. But
they’re not! It takes more discipline to live free and
prosper than to follow.

The work to gain freedom is to work on shifting
your thoughts to ones that are more loving and
compassionate. Every time you think something
negative about yourself and others, replace it with a
positive. Focus on doing good things and give
attention to it. Eventually you will start feeling good
because of the acts that are free from greed, hatred
and delusion. Doing so allows you to have the
freedom.
The enlightened ones know but one freedom and
that is the freedom of the mind from defilements of
greed, hatred and delusion.
The sudden eruption of violence is not uncommon
at family, country and global levels. For instance,
the recent sudden threatening bomb blasts at
Buddhagaya where Buddha got enlightened has
caused great concern all over the world. What kind
of an expression was this? A Buddhist would
consider such acts of violence as expressions of
ignorance and lack of wisdom. All attachments to
material and immaterial things lead to a negation of
individual mental liberty. Further, Ego is the root
cause for all superiority complexes in the name of
caste, class, region and religion and thereby takes
away the freedom of individual and society.
The Buddha observed that when we give up our Ego
both our mind and our body get liberated and this
experience he termed it as “Anatta” (Egolessness)
which is the ultimate freedom. So Let Go Ego! Go
Go Ego!! No More Ego!!!
Email: vrakkhita@gmail.com

___@@@___

From affection arises sorrow. From affection fear arises. To one free
of affection there is no sorrow. Therefore, how can there be fear for
such a person?
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Buddha OR Karl Marx
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar

A comparison between Karl Marx and Buddha may
be regarded as a joke. There need be no surprise in
this. Marx and Buddha are divided by 2381 years.
Buddha was born in 563 BC and Karl Marx in 1818
AD. Karl Marx is supposed to be the architect of a
new ideology-polity a new Economic system. The
Buddha on the other hand is believed to be no more
than the founder of a religion, which has no relation
to politics or economics. The heading of this essay
“Buddha or Karl Marx” which suggests either a
comparison or a contrast between two such
personalities divided by such a lengthy span of time
and occupied with different fields of thought is sure
to sound odd. The Marxists may easily laugh at it
and may ridicule the very idea of treating Marx and
Buddha on the same level. Marx so modern and
Buddha so ancient! The Marxists may say that the
Buddha as compared to their master must be just
primitive. What comparison can there be between
two such persons? What could a Marxist learn from
the Buddha? What can Buddha teach a Marxist?
None-the-less a comparison between the two is a
attractive and instructive. Having read both and
being interested in the ideology of both a
comparison between them just forces itself on me. If
the Marxists keep back their prejudices and study
the Buddha and understand what he stood for I feel
sure that they will change their attitude. It is of
course too much to expect that having been
determined to scoff at the Buddha they will remain
to pray. But this much can be said that they will
realise that there is something in the Buddha's
teachings which is worth their while to take note of.
I.
THE CREED OF THE BUDDHA
The Buddha is generally associated with the
doctrine of Ahimsa. That is taken to be the be-all
and end-all of his teachings. Hardly any one knows
that what the Buddha taught is something very
vast: far beyond Ahimsa. It is therefore necessary to
set out in detail his tenets. I enumerate them below
as I have understood them from my reading of the
Tripitaka:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Religion is necessary for a free Society.
Not every Religion is worth having.
Religion must relate to facts of life and not
to theories and speculations about God, or
Soul or Heaven or Earth.
It is wrong to make God the centre of
Religion.
It is wrong to make salvation of the soul as
the centre of Religion.

6.
7.
8.

9.

10.

11.

12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.

18.
19.
20.

21.
22.
23.

24.
25.

It is wrong to make animal sacrifices to be
the centre of religion.
Real Religion lives in the heart of man and
not in the Shastras.
Man and morality must be the centre of
religion. If not, Religion is a cruel
superstition.
It is not enough for Morality to be the ideal
of life. Since there is no God it must become
the law of life.
The function of Religion is to reconstruct the
world and to make it happy and not to
explain its origin or its end.
That the unhappiness in the world is due to
conflict of interest and the only way to solve
it is to follow the Ashtanga Marga.
That private ownership of property brings
power to one class and sorrow to another.
That it is necessary for the good of Society
that this sorrow be removed by removing its
cause.
All human beings are equal.
Worth and not birth is the measure of man.
What is important is high ideals and not
noble birth.
Maitri or fellowship towards all must never
be abandoned. One owes it even to one's
enemy.
Every one has a right to learn. Learning is
as necessary for man to live as food is.
Learning without character is dangerous.
Nothing is infallible. Nothing is binding
forever. Every thing is subject to inquiry and
examination.
Nothing is final.
Every thing is subject to the law of
causation.
Nothing is permanent or sanatan. Every
thing is subject to change. Being is always
becoming.
War is wrong unless it is for truth and
justice.
The victor has duties towards the
vanquished.

This is the creed of the Buddha in a summary form.
How ancient but how fresh! How wide and how
deep are his teachings!
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II.
THE ORIGINAL CREED OF KARL MARX
Let us now turn to the creed of Karl Marx as
originally propounded by him. Karl Marx is no
doubt the father of modern socialism or
Communism but he was not interested merely in
propounding the theory of Socialism. That had been
done long before him by others. Marx was more
interested in proving that his Socialism was
scientific. His crusade was as much against the
capitalists as it was against those whom he called
the Utopian Socialists. He disliked them both. It is
necessary to note this point because Marx attached
the greatest importance to the scientific character of
his Socialism. All the doctrines which Marx
propounded had no other purpose than to establish
his contention that his brand of Socialism was
scientific and not Utopian.
By scientific socialism what Karl Marx meant was
that his brand of socialism was inevitable and
inescapable and that society was moving towards it
and that nothing could prevent its march. It is to
prove this contention of his that Marx principally
laboured. Marx's contention rested on the following
thesis. They were:—
i

ii
iii
iv
v

vi

vii
viii

ix

x

That the purpose of philosophy is to
reconstruct the world and not to explain the
origin of the universe.
That the force which shapes the course of
history are primarily economic.
That society is divided into two classes,
owners and workers.
That there is always a class conflict going on
between the two classes.
That the workers are exploited by the
owners who misappropriate the surplus
value, which is the result of the workers'
labour.
That this exploitation can be put an end to
by nationalisation of the instruments of
production i.e. abolition of private property.
That this exploitation is leading to greater
and greater impoverishment of the workers.
That this growing impoverishment of the
workers is resulting in a revolutionary spirit
among the workers and the conversion of
the class conflict into a class struggle.
That as the workers outnumber the owners,
the workers are bound to capture the State
and establish their rule, which he called the
dictatorship of the proletariat.
These factors are irresistible and therefore
socialism is inevitable.

I hope I have reported correctly the propositions
which formed the original basis of Marxian
Socialism.
III.

WHAT SURVIVES OF THE MARXIAN
CREED
Before making a comparison between the ideologies
of the Buddha and Karl Marx it is necessary to note
how much of this original corpus of the Marxian
creed has survived; how much has been disproved
by history and how much has been demolished by
his opponents.
The Marxian Creed was propounded sometime in
the middle of the nineteenth century. Since then it
has been subjected to much criticism. As a result of
this criticism much of the ideological structure
raised by Karl Marx has broken to pieces. There is
hardly any doubt that Marxist claim that his
socialism was inevitable has been completely
disproved. The dictatorship of the Proletariat was
first established in 1917 in one country after a
period of something like seventy years after the
publication of his Das Capital the gospel of
socialism. Even when the Communism—which is
another name for the dictatorship of the
Proletariat—came to Russia, it did not come as
something inevitable without any kind of human
effort. There was a revolution and much deliberate
planning had to be done with a lot of violence and
blood shed, before it could step into Russia. The
rest of the world is still waiting for coming of the
Proletarian Dictatorship. Apart from this general
falsification of the Marxian thesis that Socialism is
inevitable, many of the other propositions stated in
the lists have also been demolished both by logic as
well as by experience. Nobody now I accept the
economic interpretation of history as the only
explanation of history. Nobody accepts that the
proletariat has been progressively pauperised. And
the same is true about his other premises.
What remains of the Karl Marx is a residue of fire,
small but still very important. The residue in my
view consists of four items:
(i)

The function of philosophy is to
reconstruct the world and not to waste
its time in explaining the origin of the
world.

(ii)

That there is a conflict of interest
between class and class.

(iii)

That private ownership of property
brings power to one class and sorrow to
another through exploitation.
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(iv)

That it is necessary for the good of
society that the sorrow be removed by
the abolition of private property.

IV.

COMPARISON BETWEEN BUDDHA AND
KARL MARX
Taking the points from the Marxian Creed which
have survived one may now enter upon a
comparison between the Buddha and Karl Marx.
On the first point there is complete agreement
between the Buddha and Karl Marx. To show how
close the agreement is I quote below a part of the
dialogue between Buddha and the Brahmin
Potthapada.
“Then, in the same terms, Potthapada asked (the
Buddha) each of the following questions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Is the world not eternal?
Is the world finite?
Is the world infinite?
Is the soul the same as the body?
Is the soul one thing and the body another?
Does one who has gained the truth live
again after death?
Does he neither live again, nor not live
again, after death?

And to each question the exalted one made the
same reply: It was this“That too, Potthapada, is a matter on which I have
expressed no opinion”.
“But why has the Exalted One expressed no opinion
on that?”
“(Because) This question is not calculated to profit,
it is not concerned with (the Dhamma) it does not
redound even to the elements of right conduct, nor
to detachment nor to purification from lust, nor to
quietude, nor to tranquillisation of heart, nor to real
knowledge, nor to the insight (of the higher stages
of the Path), nor to Nirvana. Therefore it is that I
express no opinion upon it.
“On the second point I give below a quotation from
a dialogue between Buddha and Pasenadi King of
Kosala:
“Moreover, there is always strife going on between
kings, between nobles, between Brahmins, between
house holders, between mother and son, between
son and father, between brother and sister, between
sister and brother, between companion and
companion.
Although these are the words of Pasenadi, the
Buddha did not deny that they formed a true
picture of society.

As to the Buddha's own attitude towards class
conflict his doctrine of Ashtanga Marga recognises
that class conflict exists and that it is; the class
conflict which is the cause of misery.
On the third question I quote from the same
dialogue of Buddha with Potthapada;
“Then what is it that the Exalted One has
determined?”
“I have expounded, Potthapada, that sorrow and
misery exist!”
I have expounded, what is the origin of misery. I
have expounded what is the cessation of misery: I
have expounded what is method by which one may
reach the cessation of misery.
'And why has the Exalted One put forth a statement
as to that?'
'Because that questions Potthapada, is calculated
to profit, is concerned with the Dhamma redounds
to the beginnings of right conduct, to detachment,
to purification from lusts, to quietude, to
tranquillisation of heart, to real knowledge, to the
insight of the higher stages of the Path and to
Nirvana. Therefore is it, Potthapada that I have put
forward a statement as to that. '
That language is different but the meaning is the
same. If for misery one reads exploitation Buddha is
not away from Marx.
On the question of private property the following
extract from a dialogue between Buddha and
Ananda is very illuminating. In reply to a question
by Ananda the Buddha said:
“I have said that avarice is because of possession.
Now in what way that is so, Ananda, is to be
understood after this manner. Where there is no
possession of any sort or kind whatever by any one
or anything, then there being no possession
whatever, would there, owing to this cessation of
possession, be any appearance of avarice? “There
would not, Lord”.
Wherefore, Ananda, just that is the ground, the
basis, the genesis, the cause of avarice, to wit,
possession.
'I have said that tenacity is the cause possession.
Now in what way that is so, Ananda, is to be
understood after this manner. Were there no
tenacity of any sort or kind whatever shown by any
one with respect to any thing, then there being
whatever, would there owing to this cessation of
tenacity, be any appearance of possession? '
‘There would not. Lord.’
'Wherefore, Ananda, just that is the ground, the
basis, the genesis, the cause of possession, to wit
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tenacity. ‘On the fourth point no evidence is
necessary. The rules of the Bhikshu Sangh will
serve as the best testimony on the subject.
According to the rules a Bhikku can have private
property only in the following eight articles and no
more. These eight articles are: —
1
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

}
} Three robes or pieces of cloth for daily wear.
}
A girdle for the loins.
An alms-bowl.
A razor.
A needle.
A water strainer.

Further a Bhikku was completely forbidden to
receive gold or silver for fear that with gold or silver
he might buy some thing beside the eight things he
is permitted to have.
These rules are far more rigorous than are to be
found in communism in Russia.
… To be continued in next issue
(Reproduced from Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar Writing and
Speeches Vol. 3, Page No. from 439 to 462 in the interest of
our readers)

▲▲▲
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Sigalo Sutta – The Code Of Discipline
Prof. Sudhakar Arjun Pawar

The

Sigalo Sutta or Sigalovada Sutta is the
Buddha’s preaching to a householder explaining
the various way of establishing the cordial
relationship amongst the people. The aim of
Buddha’s doctrine of dhamma is to purify the mind
and thereby spread the love and kindness and to
sow the root of Equality, Liberty and Brotherhood in
the world. It is therefore necessary to understand
the same. The doctrine constitutes the three main
features
i.e.
sila
(morality),
Samadhi
(concentration) and
panna
(wisdom). Sila
comprises of samma vaca i.e. right speech or purity
of vocal action; samma kammanta i.e. right action
or purity of physical action and samma ajivika i.e.
right livelihood or means of livelihood which by no
means are harmful to oneself as also to others.
Samadhi comprises of Samma vayama i.e. right
efforts or right exercise; samma sati means right
awareness and samma sammadhi means right
concentration.
Panna
comprises
of
samma
sankappa i.e. right thoughts and samma ditthi
means right understanding. These eight feathers
(three each of sila and Samadhi and two of panna)
are commonly known as “Astangika Marga”. It must
be borne in the mind that attainment of perfection
in sila (morality) is very necessary in order to attain
samadhi (concentration). Since the morality is the
base of dhamma the concentration is also required
to be with the pure mind. For example, a hunter
needs to deeply concentrate on his target. However,
this cannot be treated as concentration with pure
mind as it may involve killing of a life. As regards
the attainment of wisdom, a person, however
intelligent, will not be able to acquire the same
(wisdom) unless he has attained the perfection in
both i.e. morality and the concentration. The
pariyatti (learning) patipatti (analyzing) and the
pativendan (experiencing) of ‘astangika marga’
eradicates the four evils viz. desire (attachment),
anger (animosity), Ignorance and the fear and
thereby purifies the mind to reflects the love,
friendship, compassion, joy at others’ success and
equanimity which together called “ bramhavihar”
in Buddhism.
The Buddha preached his dhamma (doctrine) for a
non-stop spell of exactly forty-five years i.e. from
the time he attained the enlightenment at the age of
35 years up till the time of his ‘mahaparinibban’ at
the age of eighty years. The Buddha’s was very keen
in ensuring that the principles of Equality, Liberty
and Brotherhood are meticulously followed by
everybody. He made it compulsory even to his
caring mother Mahaprajapati Gautami to follow the
same.
To
practice
Equality,
Liberty
and

Brotherhood one needs to first cultivate the feeling
of love, friendship, compassion and the joy at
others’ success. Since these feelings are found to
have been practiced only in Buddha’s dhamma, the
people in the world have a strong belief that the
Buddha is the only savior of this world. This has
resulted in the phenomenon that
the Buddha’s
followers are increasing all over the world at
galloping speed. It should also be noted that the
Buddhist philosophy is free from blind beliefs and
welcomes modern technologies, advancements and
can easily adopt the modern civilization. This has
made the people to believe that it is only the
Buddha’s doctrine of dhamma that can bring peace,
humanity and prosperity to the entire world. This
view of the people is also supported by the fact that
almost all the prospering countries in the world at
present are Buddhists.
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar, the great of greatest
sons of this country, while highlighting the
importance of sila as a basic component of the
Buddha’s dhamma, quotes “the place and respect
that people in other religions give to Gods, is given
to sila in the Buddha’s dhamma” Dr. Babasaheb
also spoke in one of his speeches that “ a well
educated person (a pandit) without morality is more
dangerous than a savage animal.”
The scrutiny of entire “eighty-four thousand
dhamma-desana” (preaching) of the Buddha reveals
nothing but morality, good behaviour, good conduct
and good relationship with all. The Buddha
therefore expected people to behave amongst
themselves with love, courtesy & politeness and
have harmony & peacefulness. This may be the
reason as to why the Buddha has defined the
doctrine of dhamma as “the relationship of people
amongst themselves in this world”.
Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar once categorically said
that “the concept of dhamma has a meaning only
when there is more than one person staying
together. He further claimed that for a single person
staying alone in the world there is no necessity of
dhamma.”
When we speak about the relationship between
human beings, anyone in this world with little
amount of prudence and the common sense will
always expect such relationship to be based on
love, friendship, compassion. Such a relationship
can result only if it is based on welfare &
happiness, courtesy & politeness, and harmony
& peacefulness. Further it will also promote the
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equality of status & opportunity, as well as the
liberty of thoughts, expressions, beliefs, faith
and worship,. Moreover such a relationship will be
capable of fostering brotherhood. It is again
interesting to note that besides the necessities of
life, what a layman expects is love, friendship &
compassion, and such humanitarian treatment is
found to have been practiced only in doctrine of
dhamma preached by the Buddha. In the
Buddha’s doctrine of dhamma there are few ‘suttas’
which specifically talk more about the morality like,
Sigalo Sutta and the Mahamanagala Sutta etc.
Sigalo Sutta is the discourse by the Buddha to a
person name Sigala in the city of Rajagraha.
Sigalo Sutta preached by the Buddha is the part of
Digha Nikaya (long discourse) and meant generally
for the householders and layman. It is heard that
Buddha was once staying in the bamboo grove, in
the squirrels’ sanctuary near Rajagraha. On one
morning the Buddha went out for his alms in
Rajgraha. There he saw Sigala, a young
householder, having finished his bath and with his
body and cloths fully wet worshiping six
directions i.e. the east, the south, the west, the
north, the zenith and the nadir. On asking the
reason for doing so, Sigala answered the Buddha
that his father before death, had told him to do so.
The Buddha pointed out that the way Sigala was
doing was only a ritual and explained him as to
how the six directions should be worshiped in
the discipline of the noble.
Fourteen ways a person should avoid to cover
the worship of Six directions
Eradication of Four Vices in the Conduct;
Not committing Evil in Four Ways &
Not pursue Six ways
The Buddha told Sigala that any person by
avoiding the above said fourteen ways covers
the worship of six directions and only such
worship brings Happiness, Glory and Respect to
a person.
•
•
•

The Buddha further explained that a person must
eradicate Four Vices i.e. Killing of Life, Stealing,
Sexual Misconduct and Lying. Any person not
committing these four vices is said to have been
observing the noble code of discipline and
therefore a noble person.
The Buddha further told Sigala that the person
commit four vices only when he does not follows a
noble code of discipline and is led by the four evils
viz.
desire (attachment), anger (animosity),
ignorance and the fear. In other words if the
person is free from these four evils he will never
commit the act of Killing of Life, Stealing, Sexual
Misconduct and Lying.

A person should also not pursue six ways which
will diminish his wealth.
The Buddha explained the following SIX ways a
person should avoid.
1.
Involvement in intoxicants which generally
causes Illusion.
2.
Wandering in streets at untimely hours.
3.
Habit of Going to theatrical shows.
4.
Habit of gambling.
5.
Association with bad company.
6.
Habit of Idling.
The Buddha then went on explaining as to what
are the evils of each of the above Six Ways and evil
tendencies arising out of them. e.g.:
The SIX evils of addiction to intoxicants are:
1. Loss of Wealth.

2. Increase in Quarrels

3. Susceptible to Diseases.

4. Bad Reputation

5. Undignified Exposure of
Body.

6. Loss or weakening of Intellect.

The evils of wandering in the streets at untimely
hours are:
1. Person is unprotected.
3. His property is unprotected.
5. Many rumours surround him.

2. His wife & kids are unprotected
4. Others suspect him of evil deeds
6. He has to face many troubles

A person when addicted to witness the theatrical
shows, he is prone to think about them. The
Buddha reading the mind of such person quotes
the evils as follow:
1. Thinks where is singing.
3. Thinks where is music.
5. Thinks where is play.

2. Thinks where is dancing.
4. Thinks where is recitation.
6. Thinks about similar other things

Gambling as per the Buddha gives rise to evils as
below:
1. Winner in is seen with hatred
view.
3. Generally wealth lost.
5. He is look down by friends.

2. Feels sorry over his loss.
4. No faith on him by others.
6. Considered unfit for matrimony
relations

There after the Buddha explained Sigala the Evils of
Idling, association with bad comrades and friends
and companions, dice, woman, liquor, dancing,
sleeping by day, adultery, and being avarice. He
also told who is a good friend, who can be trusted,
from whom one needs to be careful, the benefits of
good
association
and
of
good
comrades,
companions, friends who is foe etc.
Lastly, the Tathagata told as to how the noble
discipline covers six directions, the east, the
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south, the west, the north, the zenith and the
nadir. For example the parents represent EAST; the
Teacher as SOUTH; The wife and children as WEST;
the Friends & Companions as NORTH; The ascetics
as ZENITH and the Servants and Employees as
NADIR.
The Buddha further explained to Sigala the two
way noble covering of each of the directions. For
example, in case of EAST the sons’ duties towards
the parents AND the Parents compassion towards
children.
To indicate in detail: The Parents must be looked
after to as EAST by the Children By: a. Supporting
parents; b. Undertaking their duties; c. Keep family
tradition; d. Making oneself worthy of inheritance
and e. Giving alms on their behalf.
The parents in turn should show their compassion
to the children by: a. Restraining children from
evils; b. Encourage them to do good; c. Train them
for profession; d. Look for suitable matrimonial
relations for and d. Timely handing over their
inheritance.
The Teachers must be respected to as SOUTH by
the Pupil by: a. Rise from seat in salutation; b.
Attending them; c. Giving personal service; d.
Receive instruction respectfully and e. Showing
eagerness to learn.
The Teachers as a rule should show their
compassion towards the pupil by: a. Training
children in the best discipline; b. Ensuring that
children grasp the lessons properly; c. Giving their
best in all the fields of knowledge; d. Arrange
introduction of their friends and e. Provide safety
and guard.

The Ascetics should be adored to as ZENITH by
householder By: a. Good deeds; b. Polite words; c.
Pure thoughts; d. Welcome them and e. Supply all
their material needs.
The Ascetics in turn to show their compassion to
householder By: a. Restrain him from evils; b.
Pursue him for doing good; c. Love him; d. Give
good advice and e. Give clarify all his doubt.
The servants and the employees should be
administered to as NADIR by a master by: a. Assign
work as per their ability; b. Supply the food and
wages; c. To take care of them when they are sick;
d. Sharing them the delicacies and e. Granting
them leave when they most need it.
The Servants and Employees so treated
master should show their compassion by:
before him; b. Go to sleep after him; c. Take
given by master; d. Perform duties well
Uphold master’s name and fame.

by the
a. Rise
what is
and e.

In this manner the Buddha explained to Sigala the
respective responsibilities of the Children, Pupil,
Husband, Clansmen, Householder and Employees
& Servants and in turn receiving from their
respective counter parts the blessing-cum-duties
resulting out of compassion. This is the way the SIX
directions are covered and make them safe and
secured.

The Wife must be taken care to as WEST by the
Husband by: a. Being courteous to her; b. Not
irritating her; c. Faithful to her; d. Giving authority
to her and e. Providing adornments.

On listening the above from the Tathagat Buddha
Sigala was highly impressed and said to the
Tathagata Buddha “Excellent Lord, what was
overturned has been set upright, that which were
hidden has been revealed, as if a man were to hold
a lamp amidst the darkness, so that who has eyes
can see and you have explained the doctrine in
various way. So I take refuge in the Buddha, the
Dhamma, and the Sangha. May the Exalted One
receive me as a lay follower; as one who has taken
refuge from this very day to life’s end.

It is the duty of a Wife to show her compassion to
her husband by: a. Does her duties well; b. Shows
hospitability to relatives and to attendants; c. She
is Faithful; d. Protects what he brings and e. She is
skilled and industrious in discharging her duties.

In my opinion, Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar, have
gifted us with ‘a nectar or a new lease of life’ (a
sanjivani) in the form of Buddha’s Dhamma and we
have to prove and justify that we are worthy of it by
learning and experiencing the same.

The clansman should behave with his friends and
associates when bowing down to as NORTH by: a.
Giving liberty; b. Courteous speech; c. Being
helpful; d. Being impartial; e. Being Sincere.
It is the moral duty of the friends and associates to
show compassion to Clansman By: a. Protect him
when is in need; b. Protect his property; c. Take
care of him when he is in danger; d. Not remaining
away when he is in trouble and e. Show
consideration to his family.

(Professor Mr. Sudhakar Arjun Pawar is presently 75
years old. He passed M.A. (PALI), University of Mumbai, in
FIRST CLASS in June, 2012 which is a record. Also passed
NET with distinction and 87% mark in Pali subjects. He
gives discourses on Buddhist Philosophy & Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar.)
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Developing A Humanist Society
Vidya Bhushan Rawat

Dr.

Babasaheb Ambedkar says in his Magnumopus Buddha and his Dhamma that ‘Function of
philosophy is to reconstruct the world and not to
waste time in explaining the origin of the world’.
This quote is important for all of us who believe in
Ambedkarism and want to do something for the
society. Baba Saheb knew very well that mere
critiquing brahmanical system will not resolve the
crisis of India and hence it was important for him to
provide alternative and therefore he decided to
embrace Buddhism. Unfortunately, many of the socalled Ambedkarites have not really been able to
come out of the Brahmanism syndrome and have
become its biggest victim. Life of Dr. Ambedkar
provides us clear guideline as how he tried to
reform Hinduism. He was bitter in initial stage and
tried to organize people even for the temple entry
but when all these attempt did not change the
Hindu caste order he declared, ‘I will not die as a
Hindu’. It is not for unknown reasons that
Ambedkar himself financed 16 students of the
community to go abroad as he visualized that these
people will return and commit themselves to the
task of nation building and restructuring the
society.
Today, around 6 decade after his death, we still find
people obsessed with ‘agitation’ and ‘criticism’
which does not help the society. They continue to
chant stories after stories on Manusmriti and
different gods and goddesses of Hindu society which
we already know so much. The debate take
disturbing trend as it does not try to bring out
Dalits and others who are victim of these traditions.
A large majority of people are still enslaved to these
practices and it does not help people by criticizing
them. It is therefore important to get out of the rot
and adopt a new path which Baba Saheb Ambedkar
did and asked us to follow. Once you are in new
way of life, you must leave the old ‘values’ and
‘culture’ and develop the modern one which is more
celebrated, equitable and humane in nature.
Once I was asked a question at a Buddhist place by
fighting students of different Dalit communities,
‘Should we follow Buddha first or Ambedkar?’ It
was a shocking question as most of these students
were supposed to be Ambedkarite and following
Buddhism but then it was a mistake on our part to
consider every born Dalit as an Ambedkarite and
Buddhist which you have to attain. I told these
students that Buddha was born over 2500 years
before Ambedkar and later called him his Guru so if
you are a true Ambedkarite then you have to follow
his Buddhist vision for India. It is not necessary for
every Buddhist to be an Ambedkarite but it is
essential that Ambedkarite pursue his Buddha path

if they are calling themselves true Ambedkarites but
it is not the precondition as Ambedkar was a
humanist, a free thinker and a rationalist and he
would not impose his views on his people.
Ambedkar’s Buddhism was to enlighten India and
therefore is in stark difference than ritualistic
Buddhism at many places.
Baba Saheb knew that the need of India was to
reconstruct and rebuild its society on the
enlightened and humanist values of Buddha. It was
not possible just by way of ‘political’ ‘empowerment’
and ‘representation’ of a few in ‘power structure’
but through a cultural renaissance and that is why
he never believed that this could be attained
through Marxist means but by Buddha’s
enlightened,
compassionate
and
reasonable
humanism. The difference was that in the political
unionism you blame state for everything and no
focus on self-change while Buddha actually valued
more on change from within and believed if
individual is enlightened and respect his duties the
state of nation and society would be better. You
cannot build a society through state intervention.
Today, we have all the laws in our constitution but
as a society India has failed and that is resulting in
with impression India as a failed state world over, a
society where women’s are not safe even at home.
Many of our friends have attacked Ambedkar’s
conversion to Buddhism and said it was religious.
Some of our friends talks about Sri Lanka and
Myanmar to project that Buddhism there is nothing
except terrorism and fascism. These analogies are
farcical and false attempt to equate violence in
these countries with that in other societies in terms
of relationship. What is happening in Sri-Lanka and
Myanmar is not Buddhism but state using religion
to protect its own failure. Anywhere, when religion
become part of power and state, it is bound to use
extremist view-point against its opponents and
project its own as ‘nationalistic’ hence Hindutva in
India is ‘nationalism’ while Islam in Pakistan and
Bangladesh.
Ritualism is part of every philosophy which became
‘ism’ but the impact on wider society of that
philosophy is much bigger and different than mere
rituals. If we consider Buddhism just a few rituals
of Bikkhus then we are missing the larger point of
the value system it has created world over and now
most influential way of life attracted to enlightened
people. It is not for the unknown reasons that
Buddhist societies world over are considered to be
‘happier’ and much stronger in terms of ‘ethics’ and
‘values’. You take example of Japan, South Korea,
Cambodia, Mongolia, Vietnam, Taiwan, Bhutan, Sri
Lanka and so on. They overcame feudalism and

were the first one to carry huge land reforms. Many
of these societies actually faced brutality from
various regimes in the name of Communism. We
have seen how Cambodia was brutalized by one
cranky Pol Pot who did not feel shame in killing
millions of people in the name of ‘social change’.
But the real change in Cambodia is witnessed
today. Despite poverty (definitely not like South
Asia), Cambodia has marched ahead passing
through all the pains during the dictatorial regime
of Pol Pot. You can see smiles on the faces of
people. You can see Japan which was a feudal state
once upon a time but broadly Japanese values
comes from Buddhism and it is these values which
have made Japan world’s second largest economy
despite one of the smallest countries in the world.
We cannot ignore the devastating Tsunami two
years back but the grits and determination of
Japanese people have brought the nation back to
its original position. Would any other society have
done so? During the crisis, people in Japan do not
complain against the government but try to help.
Even when there was no help, they felt that the
government’s work was enormous and hence nation
building exercise was not just confined to
government and political parties but of the society
as a whole. Compare it with our case. In the
Uttarakhand tragedy, the media instigated people to
speak up against government. We were only
praising our armed forces but were not ready to give
time to government for a second even when we
knew the enormity of the crisis. Our culture has
made us complaining about everyone except our
own and that is why today as a society and culture,
we are at the crossroads. We have no one to blame
except our own selves. Those who complain and
find no to change will find it difficult to grow and
progress with rest of the world.
Bhutan is a tiny country on our eastern border. It is
ruled by the King. We all talk of democracy there
but in the happiness index of the world; Bhutanese
people were considered at number one. Many
people complained whether we were glorifying
poverty. No, Bhutan does not have filthy poverty
that exists in India. It does not have a brutal caste
system like us even when it has many ethnic
groups and may have been proud of their lineages.
It is not that all Bhutanese are living in ignorance
and superstition. We can compare our own world in
India. People in Ladakh, Arunachal and Sikkim are
far better as a society than rest of India. You go
there and you would find the difference. Why? As
an individual, I am not bothered whether they bow
before God ten times or not. My understanding of a
society is how is it functioning and whether they
are happier as a society or not. Unfortunately, in
India we have wasted a lot of time in these farcical
debates of God or no God, Brahmanism or not.

Buddha revolted against Brahmanism but did not
waste his time on critiquing Brahmanism but
providing his own worldview and that is why we
have more Buddhists world over than the Hindus
which remained stagnant system based on birth
based identities.
A lot has been written about Srilankan issues by
our friends. I have decried the attempt by the
government to communalise the thing. Buddhist
clergy in Sri Lanka also behaved in the similar way
but as a society, I would still vouch, Buddhist
society is far better and more equalitarian than the
Tamil society which actually practice brahmanical
Hinduism and caste hierarchies and untouchability
is still practiced in the Tamil dominated areas of
Sri-Lanka like Jaffna, Trincomali, etc. and not in
the highland regions where Buddhism flourished.
The fact is that the Srilankan Hindus led by Tamils
are unable to accept the political empowerment of
Sinhalas ( Buddhists) after the independence as
before the British left it was the Tamils who were
more powerful in that country. Even if we do not
want to go into History, the fight in Srilanka is not
really between Buddhism and Tamils but an issue
of power which is more political in nature as well as
isolation of Tamils which has historical roots.
No society can be developed in negativity and on the
weaknesses of others. It is therefore important to
focus our energies on building up an India which is
different than that based in inequalities and
discriminate against its own citizens. It is not
possible to build up that kind of society on the
critique of Brahmanism alone but on constructing
thoughts of Buddha. As Baba Saheb Ambedkar
started loads of work, right from social movement
for people’s right to initiating steps to send bright
scholars abroad and starting libraries for students
and opening up of colleges and schools, can the
Buddhists, Ambedkarite not do the same ? Let us
come out of ‘obsession’ of ‘political power’ is the
master
key.
The real power
is cultural
transformation & without that political power will
bring nothing but stooges and middlemen. Today,
the empowerment is a much bigger and broader
meaning than a mere political empowerment. Let us
play our role. Help those who are unable to come
up. Start our own charities. Support libraries,
business initiatives, schools as well as scholarships
for those who need it. It does not mean that we
should not take the government aid but it only
mean that we should also play our role as change
makers. Governments and power never change a
society, it is the vice versa and an enlightened
society will create better governance structure for
all and not just one particular community.
Buddhists have a bigger role to play to make India
not just an enlightened society but a happier one
too.
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Religion, Atheism and Secularism
Ram Puniyani

Last three decades have seen an unprecedented
presence of religion in social and political space.
Somewhere the acts of terror, somewhere
communal violence and somewhere the political
influence of religious right on society and political
processes,
all
these
phenomenon
have
overshadowed the deeper inequities in the society,
the aspirations of people for dignity and rights
amongst others. Now comes a book which predicts
that religions will become a minority vis a vis the
practice of secularism in the decade of 2040s. The
book is “Why Atheism will replace religion: The
triumph of earthly pleasures over pie in the sky”
written by Nigel Barber. This book relates the
rise/fall of the religion with economic power and
makes an observation that atheists are much more
in developed countries.
The book is based on the study of 137 nations
conducted by the author and concludes that in the
countries; more developed the welfare system;
higher is the number of atheists. The book’s crunch
line is, in countries where distribution of income is
even, lesser is the number of religious people. The
author is a prominent psychologist. He makes a
prediction that people will feel lesser need of
supernatural beliefs when the tangible world is
providing them for their real needs. Also in a survey
conducted in America 20% people identified
themselves as Atheists.
There is some terminological confusion here to
begin with, while the study is a very reasoned one,
and links the lack of security with the belief in god
and practice of religiosity. Surely many a religions
themselves have atheism as a component of their
structure. Some streams of Hinduism like Charvak
deny the existence of God. Jainism and Buddhism
also do not talk of a supernatural power, but it’s
another matter that followers of these religions
converted the prophets of these religions themselves
as Gods and are worshipping them. In the broad
umbrella of Hinduism there are many traditions,
Brahminism, Nath, Taantra, Bhakti, Siddh etc. In
Hinduism itself the concept of God is also very
diverse, from the polytheism with multiple Gods
and Goddesses, tri-theism (Brahma Vishnu
Mahesh) to the single God; Ishwar and then to the
concept of formless power all these concepts are
coexisting together merrily today.
In India the atheist tradition starting from Charvak,
in present times it found a strong articulation
amongst communists the epitome of which has
been Bhagat Singh with his famous tract, ‘Why I am
an Atheist’. Also radical social reformers like Periyar
Ramsamy Naicker gave the atheist movement a

powerful lift. The rationalists association
nurturing the same to a great extent.

is

Other religions, where there is a single God, the
concept of God keeps varying between the God with
form and body to the formless power. Many decades
ago a plethora of books debated about the existence
of God. But last three decades in particular have
seen a very different phenomenon i.e. gross abuse
of religions’ identity by the political forces of status
quo. Earlier to this, one saw in the beginning of 20th
century, in the decade of 1920s, Christian
Fundamentalism was a response of the conservative
sections of society to the process of social change
brought about by the process of industrialization
and education due to which Africa-Americans and
women started coming to social space. Islamic
fundamentalism makes a political appearance with
the regime of Ayatollah Khomeini in Iran. Here it
was the politics related to oil and the high handed
politics of Western powers which foiled the popular
revolution and brought in a cleric as the head of the
state. It was during this period that conservative
versions of Islam were promoted by some of the
rulers who were scared of popular urges for
democracy. Salafi version of Islam is one such
which was used in Saudi Arabia to keep a tight
leash over the popular aspirations so that the Saudi
oil can keep flowing in to the tankers of oil
companies controlled by US-UK giants.
It is the same Salafi version of Islam which was
brought in to the service of US hegemonic interest
to control the oil in the region. This version was
taught in the Madrassas in Pakistan. These
Madrassas were set up with US instigation, money
and syllabus, through which the Mujahedeen,
Taliban Al Qaeda emerged and played into the
hands of US designs of throwing away Soviet army
from Afghanistan. In India, the insecurity of the
section of middle classes in the face of rising
presence of dalits and women in social space in the
decade of 1980s led to the political abuse of
religion’s identity by BJP when it took up the issue
of Ram temple.
While the author of the book is talking about the
release of the hold of religiosity and God with rising
affluence, today sitting in South Asia the scenario
seems to be the other way around. In Pakistan the
hold of Mullahs on the social affairs is a big
obstacle to the firm rooting of democracy there. In
Sri Lanka again thousands of Tamils were
butchered while attacking LTTE, lately one is seeing
an attack on Christians and Muslims there. Not to
be left behind, in Myanmar, the retrograde political
forces are attacking poor Rohingya Muslims.

One must add that there is no contradiction
between secularism and religion. The author of this
book is not clear on this. With secularization
process, the role of clergy was relegated to the
private sphere of society but religion as such was
there. God was there. It’s now that with prosperity
going above the critical levels that more people are
feeling less need to call upon God to help them live
a secure life. In South Asian countries a complex
process had been witnessed all through. While
people with great amount of religiosity and belief in
God like Mahatma Gandhi and Mualan Abul Kalam
Azad stood for secular state, the non practicing
Muslim like Jinnah led the movement for a state in
the name of Islam and an atheist Savarkar, was the
ideologue of Hindu nation. Many a leaders of Hindu
national politics may not be so religious but in the
political arena, they create mass hysteria in the
name of religion and God.

missing and that’s where the real definition of
development lies. The bluff of development by
communal forces has to be countered and the
emphasis on the growth with concern for equity,
affirmative action for the victim religious minorities
and dalits-adivasis is the core around which the
battle against the blind religiosity and assertions of
politics in the name of religion has to be taken
forward.
Western countries though far from the ideal in
prosperity and growth, at least do not have the
baggage of politics of religion’s identity in such a
strong way as is prevalent in ‘post-colonial’ states;
that is dogging South, West Asia in particular. This
book gives the hope as far as prosperity and equity
is concerned one hopes that this applies to the
troubled countries where abuse of religion’s identity
is playing havoc with the concept of human rights
and survival of large sections of society.

One wishes to agree with the authors’ prediction.
Hope it is not restricted just to Western countries.
What is more important is to realize is that mass
spectacles of religiosity are an expression of deeper
social insecurities, which are being cashed in by the
politicians of ‘status quo’, who are deliberately
using this religious identity to ensure that social
distribution of resources to weaker sections is
stalled. Today in India one can see a clear cut battle
between those who stand for social welfare, and
struggle to bring in measures go in that direction on
one side. On the other are those political forces that
resort to polarize the communities along religious
lines, around identity issues. The latter have a
social base amongst the socially insecure middle
classes and the backing of section of big corporate
houses. Seeing the pains of this battle between two
paths, one turns pessimistic at times whether if at
all, South Asia can get over the imposition of GodReligion in political arena and focus on improving
prosperity with equitable distribution in society. In
many a propaganda-claims being made for
‘development’ the factor of equitable growth is
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Dabholkar Is Done A Gandhi
Dr. Anand Teltumbde
“You never see animals going through the absurd and often horrible fooleries of magic and religion. . . . Only
man behaves with such gratuitous folly.” - Aldous Huxley

Maharashtra had one more shame added to a long
list of shames it accumulated through history. On
20 August 2013 it killed Dr Narendra Dabholkar, a
committed rationalist who had personified the
struggle against superstition and humbug that
exists in the state, which never tires calling itself
progressive and claiming the legacy of Phule and
Ambedkar. It comfortably forgets that the objective
facts completely contradict this claim. It is the state
that abused Savitribai and Jotiba Phule, humiliated
Dr Ambedkar, begot the poisonous outfits like
Rashtriya Swanyamsevak Sangh, the Hindu
Mahasabha,
the
Samarasata
Manch
and
innumerable such others; it contributed staunch
social reactionaries that culminated in making of
Nathuram Godse who gunned down Gandhi, that
trend extends down to Abhinav Bharat in the twenty
first century that is credited with masterminding
and executing a series of terrorist acts. It has a
unique distinction of having had a Brahmanist
regime in history that tied a pot round the neck and
a broom to the behind of Dalits.
It still contributes significantly to the national
statistics of atrocities against Dalits with shameful
markers like Khairlanji. It does not realize that it is
because of its deep drawn reactionary character
Phule and Ambedkar had to take birth on its land.
It is abiding shame that while it flaunts them as its
ideals, it continues with its reaction and keeps on
killing its progressive sons and daughters like Dr.
Narendra Dabholkar.
Dr Dabholkar was not a kind of person who would
provoke one to commit his murder. After practicing
his medical profession for little over a decade, he
devoted himself to the task of removing
superstitions from the society under the aegis of the
Maharashtra Andha Shraddha Nirmulan Samitii
(Maharashtra Blind Faith Eradication Committee),
of which he was the founder president. He always
emphasized that he was not against any faith but
the superstitions practiced in the name of faith. He
wrote books and edited the well known magazine
Sadhana started by a legendary socialist Sane
Guruji. He was a liberal who avoided extremity in
thought and action but remained resolute about his
mission. A man of integrity, he toured all over the
state addressing people and conducting workshops
for youth educating them against the evil of
superstitions with missionary zeal. He spoke
unsparingly against the buwas (mendicants
claiming
to
perform
miracles)
and
other

practitioners of black magic who cheated and
defrauded people of their hard earned monies.
While many of them were in a petty category living
off the offerings from people, some were bigwigs like
Asaram Bapu and Nirmal Baba and others of their
ilk, who had huge following and huge wealth. Their
programmes are beamed on our national television
channels across the country. And of course behind
them are the institutions of Hindu Rashtra, the
strategic multi-fanged outfits of the Sangh Pariwar,
with their mighty propagandist infrastructure
comprising websites, electronic media and multilingual press.
An uncompromising rationalist Dabholkar was
against castes. He had taken part in agitations like
the movement protesting for the equality of Dalits,
against caste discrimination, atrocities and naming
the Marathwada University after Dr. Babasaheb
Ambedkar. He had recently come out in open
heavily against it in a case of honour killing in
Nashik. The shocking case related with a father
belonging to Joshi – a nomadic tribe (NT) (it shows,
in plains the tribes have been fully casteized),
killing his nine-month pregnant daughter for
marrying out of the caste at the instance of the
caste panchayat (a governing council of caste). The
evil practice was exposed by a letter written by one
Anna Hingmire, also of the Joshi caste, to the police
commissioner on July 3, 2013, complaining against
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the Jat Panchayat of his caste for harassing him
and his family as his daughter had married a boy of
another caste. No one would have had any inkling
about this heinous practice all these years if this
murder and subsequent investigation had not
exposed it. It is not a matter of a particular caste;
the caste panchayats have always been operational
in some form or the other in every caste with
varying degree of power. There has been notable
resurgence in them during the last two decades of
globalization, not only in the Jatland of Haryana or
Hindi heartland of UP and Bihar but also elsewhere
and surely in Phule-Ambedkar's Maharashtra. It
was natural that Dr Dabholkar, of all the
progressively people, came vehemently against it.
Naturally, he was targeted by the orthodox
elements.
The
Hindu
Sanatan
Sanstha
(organization of the orthodox Hindus), along with
the entire Sangh Pariwar with its extensions like
Shiv Sena, and of course the persons and
establishments which thrived on the gullibility of
people were against him. The Hindu Sanatan
Sanstha has been in forefront in this virulent
opposition. It carried a tirade against him in its
organ called Sanatan Prabhat, published in many
languages. This paper had not only written
venomously
against
Dabholkar
but
also
prominently published Dabholkar's photo crossing
it with bold red, signifying his imminent
elimination. What could be the more direct threat
than this! It has never hidden its hatred for
Dabholkar even in the wake of his murder. Just the
next day (21 August) when the entire state was
struck with shock and grief, it commented in its
organ that it was the grace of god that Dabholkar
met with such a death. Invoking Gita, it wrote, “one
who is born is sure to die; the birth and death are
according to one's destiny. Everybody gets the fruit
of his karma (actions). Instead of dying of illness in
a bedridden state or dying a painful death after an
operation, the death Dabholkar met with was a
grace of god.” In a press conference held in Mumbai
by the Sanatan Sanstha to declare that it did not
have any connection with the murder, its
spokespersons were absolutely unapologetic and
unrepentant about Dabholkar's death. These
worthies, on the contrary declared that they would
publish many more photos with red cross as
Dabholar's, directly implying that they would carry
out elimination of many people who walk the path
Dabholkar did. Sanatan Prabhat carried an
illustration showing a mighty elephant representing
the Sanatan Sanstha marching ahead ignoring a
fellow representing its opposition. It exhorted its
readers to stop those who are heaping accusations
on the religion-loving Sanatanis.
The other group opposed to Dabholkar comprised
all those who had made exploiting gullibility of
masses as their profession. It included quasi-

begging pedestrians ranging from jogis and joginis
who carried gods and goddesses on their heads and
asked offerings from people to fortune foretellers,
who sold their service at paltry fees. But it also
included individuals like Asaram Bapus and Nirmal
Babas, who have effectively institutionalized
themselves into a big business. They have huge
following, money and protection from powerful.
They address their followers on several television
channels across the country. For instance, Nirmal
baba whom Dabholkar had taken on recently, (see
his speech: Nirmal Baba: Shodh ani Bodh (Nirmal
Baba: Enquiry and Lessons) on YouTube) ran his
paid programme, Nirmal Darbar broadcast by
approximately 40 different television channels
including such biggies as AXN, TV Asia, Star News,
SAB TV selling people divine ‘ kripa ' (blessings) as
antidote or solution to their problems. His
Samagam meetings had tickets for Rs. 2000 . Most
of these Babas having dubious histories were
caught many times with criminal acts ranging from
defrauding people to sexual misconduct with their
female followers (as I write, Asaram is being
accused by a 16-year old girl of raping her) but
such is their power that they are rarely touched.
Not many people could muster courage to speak
against them, leave apart carrying a public
campaign obviously for the fear of consequences.
Everyone knew that these Babas could go to any
extent, murder being the minor matter, to save
their thriving empire of billions. Dabholkar, in his
imitable way dared them.
Dabholkar
wanted
an
Act
–Maharashtra
Andhashraddha Nirmulan Bill (Eradication of
superstitions Bill) be passed and accordingly
submitted a draft created by him in the late 1990s.
The bill has had a controversial history and has
gone through several drafts and 29 amendments in
the last decade. It was first put up before the
cabinet for discussion in 2003 and after its nod,
was tabled in the Assembly in April 2005. It was
surprisingly opposed by the treasury benches itself.
After diluting some of its provisions as indicated by
the Assembly and by the discussions with more
than 100 MLAs, the revised draft was tabled again
to the state Assembly, which now passed it but it
got stuck in the Legislative Council. The latter
decided to send it to the joint select committee,
which held four meetings and invited suggestions
and objections from the public. A whopping 1.17
lakh responses were received; 38887 against and
78869 in favour. Since the government was
dissolved after the 2009 elections, the bill had
lapsed and had to be again put up before the
cabinet in July 2011, now in a substantially diluted
form. After the cabinet clearance it was tabled
before the Assembly in August this year and had
not yet come for the discussion. In process, the
original Andhashraddha Nirmulan Bill has become
the Anti-Jaadu Tona Bill (Anti-Black Magic Bill)
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after providing for all kinds of misgivings of
opponents, but still it was opposed by the Hindu
extremist organizations across the board and the
warkari sect (reportedly as incited by the Hindutva
forces), which feared that it would adversely impact
their religious customs and traditions. While
Dabholkar allayed these fears by saying that there
was not a single word about God or religion in the
entire bill; the freedom of worship or practicing
religion could not be taken away by anyone as they
were enshrined in the Indian Constitution, no such
rationale would work with the extremist elements
that bayed only for his blood.
There has been a massive turn out of people in
protest all over Maharashtra against this ghastly
murder. People at many places booed away
politicians and even heckled the Chief Minister,
Prithwiraj Chavan when he customarily went to pay
homage to Dabholkar at his home in Satara. People
demanded the bill for which Dabholkar struggled
for 18 long years be passed immediately. As a
damage control exercise, the government decided to
take out an Anti-Jaadu Tona ordinance to enforce
the provisions of the bill. The ordinance has always
been the easy way in our democracy but when it
comes for ratification before the Assembly, it is
unlikely that it would be passed as hinted by the
BJP, which expressed its opposition to the
ordinance even in the heat of the moment. The
opponents like Hindu Janajagruti Samiti and
Sanatan Sansthan argue that the existing laws are
adequate for taking action against the offences
listed in the bill. Another argument they make is
that the number of superstitions-related crimes
committed is minimal and proudly cite that during
the last five years, only 17 cases were registered in
Mumbai. These arguments themselves indicate the
need for a special Act to tackle these peculiar
crimes which tend to filter out of the IPC net.
Who killed Dr Narendra Dabholkar may remain
possibly an unsolved riddle like who killed Hemant
Karkare and like rather numerous other such
earlier cases despite the Maharashtra government
exhibiting its keenness in this case to catch the
culprits by announcing a Rs 10 lakh prize to
anyone who provides information on them. As I
write more than 24 hours have already passed and
there is no clue to the police as to who killed him.
Aren't there really any clue? Even a casual reader of
this article can get sufficient clue as to who are
behind the culprits. The finger behind the trigger
might belong to anyone, but there is not much

doubt whose brain has been behind it. Can the
people who have directly crossed his picture in
public view implying his imminent elimination not
be the suspects? Can Nirmal Baba or Asaram Bapu
or any such bigwig against whom Dabholkar spoke
not be the possible subjects for interrogation? Can
the Jat Panchayat kingpins not be in the eye of
suspicion? No murder investigation may be as
lucky as to have as few and concrete clues as in
this case. In any other case, the police would have
rounded up all kinds of people, thrashed them and
extracted leads in process. Imagine, for instance
some Hindu Baba was killed. Without even batting
an eyelid, police would round up dozens of Muslim
boys and unleash horror on them. Even in this case
they might get some Sayed or Bashir as the ones
who pulled the trigger on Dabholkar.
Dr Narendra Dabholkar, as I personally knew him,
was a clear-headed person who knew what he was
doing. He had set a modest goal for himslef, to
make the society superstition free and imbibe
scientific outlook, which he considered prerequisite
for any radical change. He pursued it with
exemplary commitment and zeal. To my misgivings
that there was only a thin line difference between
faith and blind faith or that an Act might not
eradicate a pervasive religio-cultural and social evil
that is reinforced further with increasing economic
crisis of living for the masses making them
increasingly vulnerable, he would counter with a
simple sentence that a beginning had to be made
and that he neither thought of nor aimed at any
revolution as I did. He was unlike Gandhi in many
ways but still sounded like one. Right since he
began his social life in early eighties, he faced
several threats and even physical attacks but he
rejected police protection. According to the Times of
India, he had stated, "If I have to take police
protection in my own country from my own people,
then there is something wrong with me, I'm fighting
within the framework of the Indian constitution and
it is not against anyone, but for everyone." His
Hindutva opponents however did not share the
dilemma and were determined to make him a
Gandhi. The assassins' bullets seem to have done it
for them. The only difference is that we may never
get hold of Nathuram!
Dr Anand Teltumbde is a writer, political analyst
and civil rights activist with CPDR, Mumbai. E-mail:
tanandraj@gmail.com

Like a beautiful flower, brightly coloured and scented, even so useful
is the well-uttered speech of one who acts accordingly.
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Women’s Reservation Bill: A Deep Conspiracy to Deprive the Bahujans Of Their Political Power
Adv. Ram Khobragade

Political power in this country has been the
exclusive preserve of the Brahmins and Bada
Jamidars (Feudal lords) for centuries. The Shudras
and Ati-Shudras have always been deprived of not
only political power but even economic and cultural
power. ‘Religion, social status and property are all
sources of power and authority, which man has, to
control the liberty of others’. The Shudras - the
Untouchables, had none - neither power nor
authority. They had also no access to education.
Similarly Indian women had also been deprived of
all that, which the Shudras & Ati-Shudras had not.
In addition to that under the Orthodox Hindu Social
Order, Hindu women have undergone a very very
severe, torturous and heinous life for centries.
Even today they do not have equal rights at par
with men in the ancestral properties. The Hindu
society which never cared for their feelings and
sentiments for so long, today suddenly became
aware of their political rights. Why?
Struggle for power in this country is not new, and
not very different, though apparently it seems that
nothing like that exists in practice. But reality is
reality. The struggle for control of power is going on
for the last many centuries. Sometime, it was
between Brahmins and Kshatriyas. Sometime
between Kshatriyas and Vaishyas and sometime
between Brahmins and Vaishyas. But Shudras and
Ati-Shudras - the untouchables, have always been
the victims of the system. Whosoever might be
wielding power, Shudras and Ati-Shudras or today
the Bahujans, always remained target of
exploitation. Deprived, disgusted, dejected and
demoralised they could never assert and organise
themselves. Reasons - the Varnashram social
system created by Manusmriti. Consequently, they
too like Hindu women, had to undergo inhuman
treatment and humiliation.
It was Lord Buddha and then Mahatma Jyotiba
Phule, Father of India’s Social Revolution, who not
only single-handedly fought against the social and
religious exploitation of the Bahujans and Hindu
women but he inspired, encouraged and made
these Bahujans to live the life of honour and
dignity. It was his initiative that opened the doors of
knowledge-education, both for the untouchables &
Hindu women. He revolted against the tyranny of
Hinduism and then started to organise the Shudras
and Ati-Shudras against the oppression and
exploitation by the Shetjis & Bhatjis (Banias &
Brahmins). Dr. Ambedkar carried forward the
legacy of Jyotiba Phule to the rightful destination
and due to his systematic and disciplined
organisational and intellectual leadership Dalit
Shoshit Samaj came to realise its existence in the

socio-political systems of the country. The Orthodox
Hindu Social Order did not recognise equal need,
equal work or equal ability on the basis of their
performance. Its motto was that in regard to the
distribution of necessities of life, those are regarded
at the top must get the most and the best and those
who are classed at the lowest must accept the least
and the worst.
Struggle for power and supremacy of a particular
Caste or Class is not new. The Puranic Story of Dev
& Danav (God and Rakshas), though symbolic,
indicates the power game going on in this country
for long. To support and strengthen their own grip
and control over the power, the Brahminical
theorists propounded various views. Manusmriti
was created for that very purpose - to establish the
supremacy of Brahmins and two other Varnas viz.
Kshatriyas & Vaishyas. Shudras were destined to
be ruled only. But to their great dismay and
disappointment Dr. Ambedkar exposed their real
face and prepared his own people to assert their
rights. The Communal Award of 1932 was the most
historical political achievement of Dr. Ambedkar
unparalled in the history of political science. He got
double voting right for the untouchables, one of the
most powerful political weapons for them.
Unfortunately Mahatma Gandhi cunningly created
the most heinous scene resorting to fast-unto-death
technique to stall the onward march of the Dalits,
which, they could have secured for them had the
so-called Mahatma not played the cunning tricks.
He had no objection to Muslims separate
electorates, but opposed the same for Depressed
Classes tooth & nail. In fact, being the staunchest
supporter of Chaturvarna Social System, his
conscious over powered his face value and thus he
became the most valiant villain in the history of
Dalit upliftment in India. Despite that the Dalit
Shoshit Samaj, slowly and systematically under the
leadership of Dr. Ambedkar could get political
rights and assert their existence. But the Poona
Pact, which Mahatma imposed upon Dr. Ambedkar
through unethical political manoeuvring deprived
them what Dr. Ambedkar secured intellectually and
scholarly for his people. In the words of Dr.
Ambedkar, ‘Poona Pact is thus fraught with
mischief .......... To end this long and sad story the
Congress sucked the juice out of the Poona Pact
and threw the rind in the face of the Untouchables.’
Social awakening, political consciousness and
economic well-being tremendously changed the
outlook and perspective of the Dalit Shoshit Samaj.
All these factors greatly contributed to affect the
electoral process of the country. The results of 1967
elections were indicative of these factors. Naturally,
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those who were on the verge of losing their control
of political power, had to find out various other
alternatives to regain and retain the political power
- The Master key, with which one can open each
and every lock.’ The struggle for master-key is the
story
of
all
agitations,
demonstrations,
protestations and manipulations, which we see
today.
The results of 1967 and 1977 general elections were
the turning point in the history of Parliamentary
Democracy in India. While, once those results
strengthened the concept of maturity of Indian
electorate in democratic set-up, on the other hand,
it also made power-managers to find out the ways
and means to put an end to increasing assertive
tendency among those who voted against the
combination of C-C (Communalists and Capitalists).
Monopoly of Brahmins / Banias / Communalists
& Capitalists was first challenged in 1967 in North
India and thereafter the trend and tendency
continued to influence and affect adversely the
fortune of the so-called communalists and
capitalists.
With the passing of every election,
notable and visible change took place in the voting
pattern of Dalit - Shoshit Samaj-Bahujan Samaj the oppressed and exploited people. To checkmate
the emerging strong and illogically alike Bahujan
Samaj, the communalists, the capitalists and the
feudal lords designed, developed and experimented
with many alternatives. BJP and RSS along with
some stalwarts of Congress, like Late Vasant
Sathe, and N. A. Palkhiwala, noted jurist, advocated
presidential form of Govt. Women’s Reservation Bill
is also one of their designs.
Parliamentary Democracy & Power Game
Under the Parliamentary form of govt. even the
smallest group of elected members in the lower
House can play a very important and crucial role in
the formation of government and dislodge even the
largest political party. This happened in our
political system at national level as well as state
level nos. of times during the last 35 years. Even
today we witness as to how the otherwise mighty
Congress appears to be begging for the support of
SP and BSP to sail through the continuous threats
to their government at the centre.
In 1979,
Chaudhary Charan Singh could become Prime
Minister of India. Similarly, V.P. Singh, H. D. Deve
Gowda also became Prime Ministers, though their
political parties had no majority in the House. Laloo
Prasad Yadav, Mayawati and Mulayam Singh Yadav
could also manage to become the Chief Ministers
some time though they had no majority. This
emerging trend in the political process appeared to
be dangerous warning to the communalists and
capitalists, that no more, hereafter, they could
manipulate. The elevation of Mayawati, Mulayam
Singh Yadav and Lalu Prasad was not to their

choice or like. Emergence of Laloo Prasad Yadav,
Mulayam Singh Yadav and Mayawati in their
respective states was final death-warning for
Brahminical forces. The U.P.example of SP-BSP
alliance in 1993 is the classical example as to how
the parliamentary form of system could change the
face of Indian politics. The Assembly elections of
1993, 1996, Lok Sabha elections of 1996, 1998 and
1999 are the indications of increasing vote bank of
Dalit
Shoshit
Samaj—Bahujan
Samaj.
Unfortunately this very same experiment could not
be repeated either in U.P. or elsewhere for shortsightedness of Mulayam Singh and Kanshi Ram.
Both of them played in the hands of Bramhnical
designs of RSS and BJP. A.B. Vajpayee, then leader
of opposition, explained this in Rajat Sharma’s Apki
Adalat show. The results of UP and Bihar are
indication of the political trends likely to emerge in
the coming elections all over India. The
communalists and capitalists feel this might upset
their power equations to exclusively control the
Centre and majority of the States. Their
commitment to Hindu Rashtra might not also be
feasible given the present political equation. They
are fully confident that replacement of present
constitution or changing the Parliamentary Form of
Executive to Presidential Executive is not easy
in’the
context
of
the
Keshvanand
Bharti
Judgement. For that they were and also they are in
search of alternatives to their exclusive advantage.
Women’s Reservation Bill is one of their
alternatives.
Conspiracy against the Bahuians
The communalists and capitalists, through LPGLiberalisation, Privatisation and Globalisation, have
already started to ‘desfranchise the vast majority of
the oppressed and exploited people - the Bahujan
Samaj and deprived them of their economic and
educational facilities’ and now through Women’s
Reservation Bill their political existence has also
been endangered. Mahatma Gandhi did not like a
Dalit to become a Minister in Dr. Khare’s ministry
in Central Provinces in 1938, Indira Gandhi refused
to make any Scheduled Caste Chief Minister and
Dr. Ambedkar could not find suitable place in
Pandit Nehru’s Cabinet despite his being the most
talented, intellectual, learned, mass-leader of great
calibre.
The Women’s Reservation Bill is going to help the
capitalists and communalists only. It is not going to
benefit in any way the Bahujan Samaj. On the
contrary, this is a deliberate attempt or we can say
conspiracy to check-mate the emerging assertive
trends in the Bahujan Samaj so that they could be
defeated with more female members on the floor of
the House.
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It seems very funny that so far, since 1996, when
the first attempt was made to introduce the Bill in
the Lok Sabha, these very same parties which
advocated the cause of women reservation did not
allot even 10% tickets or party positions to their
women activists in their own political parties, but
they want Women Reservation Bill to be passed.
Had they real intention to increase the
representation of women in the Parliament and
Assemblies they could have started from their own
parties. But their honesty is doubtful. Talveen
Singh in ‘India Today’ very rightly and logically
observed that, ‘If our political parties are serious
about giving women their rightful place in politics,
then surely, we should first have a bill that forces
them to distribute 33% of their election tickets to
women.....’ In the present set-up, there is no bar
for political parties to allot more than 50% tickets to
women candidates and as such there is no need for
Women’s Reservation Bill. Though it seems that
reservation for women in Gram Panchayat, Zilla
Panchayat,
Municipal
Councils,
Municipal
Corporations is the great success, reality is that the
husbands, fathers and in-laws and brothers are
managing the shows. They are name-sake there,
real power is with their mentors. The existing
system is the best one and should continue. Under
the existing system Indira Gandhi could become
Prime Minister and Sushma Swaraj leader of
opposition in Lok Sabha. Others like Jayalalitha,
Mayawati and Sheila Dixit could also become Chief
Ministers.
After Buddha and Mahatma Jyotiba Fule Savitribai, it was Babasaheb Dr. B. R. Ambedkar,
messiah of millions of the oppressed and exploited
people of this land and first law minister in the
Nehru Cabinet, took up Women’s issues for their
liberation from the age-old slavery of orthodox
Hinduism, under which they were groaning for

centuries. Dr. Ambedkar, through the Hindu Code
Bill, initiated to liberate Indian Hindu women from
the clutches of unjust, discriminatory and totally
biased laws of Hindu scriptures.
Basically, the main objective of the Hindu Code Bill
was not only to codify the rules of Hindu Law, but
to liberate the Hindu women from the slavery of
customs, traditions and raise the status of women
equal to that of men. However, the leaders like
Shyama
Prasad
Mukharjee,
the
strongest
protagonist of orthodox Hindu Social Order and
founder of BJS and ideal of BJP (the party which
now
very
strongly
speak
about
Women’s
Reservation Bill) then opposed the Bill. He said,
“Hindu Code Bill would shatter the magnificent
structure of Hindu culture and stultify a dynamic
and catholic way of life that had wonderfully
adopted itself to changes for centuries.” Pandit
Madan Mohan Malviya also strongly opposed the
Bill in the words that, ‘very fibre of the Hindu
society would be weakened’. Dr. Rajendra Prasad,
Chairman of the Constituent Assembly, played the
role of hard-core Orthodox Hindu opposition to the
Bill. And
finally Pandit Nehru the, so-called
socialist, surrendered before the orthodox Hindus
and Dr. Ambedkar resigned from the cabinet on
this very issue of Women’s liberation from orthodox
Hinduism. Dr. Ambedkar did his best to liberate
Hindu Women from the slavery of Orthodox
Hinduism and its tyranny till the last. Hindu
women of this country should never forget Dr.
Ambedkar for their today’s position in the society.
Adv. Ram Khobragade : Former Editor-in-Chief of
Hindi Magazine, “Jan Andolan Ka Sajag Prahari”,
Published from New Delhi. The author’s book by the
same title was published in 2002.
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Self Learning

Making Money from Stock Market
Anil Yadavrao Gaikwad
Napoleon Hill in his book “Grow Rich with Peace of
Mind” says “You have a great potential for success,
but first you must know your own mind and live your
own life – then you will find and enjoy that mighty
potential. Become acquainted with your inner self
and you can win what you want within a time limit
of your own choosing. Certain special techniques
help you win the goals of your dearest dreams, and
every one of these techniques is easily within your
power.” Taking clue from this quote we are going to
discuss some of the techniques which might help
you achieve your financial goals, may be in a
shorter period of time. Some of my leftist friends
hate stock market and they do not like making
money from stock market as it is zero sum game.
Somebody makes money and in the same
transactions somebody might lose money. It may or
may not be true.
However, we are going to discuss some of the basics
of stock market operations for our readers. Mr.
Robert Kiyosaki in his Book “Guide to Investing”
deals with various aspects about investing by
analysing what the rich invest in that the poor and
middle class do not. If you are reading this article
for hot investment tips, or how to get rich quick, or
the secret investment formula of the rich, this
article series is not for you. Sole objective of this
article series is to educate you on investment
science and some of the techniques applied in
earning money in stock market.
In fact, there are few thousand pages available on
internet for those who want to study how to invest
and make money in stock market and these pages
are written by many known investment gurus. Few
thousand video talks and teachings are also easily
available on the internet on stock market
operations. In fact, today, if one wants to learn and
master any subject, you just need an internet
connection and a Laptop. Video Tutors and
recordings are available on almost every subject
under the Sun. The author is no way an investment
expert, but having known a little bit of investment
techniques, would like to share them with you.
Now, before we start discussing how we can grow
our investment on stock market, one must
understand that self study is the most important
factor. Some of the suggested books are listed
below:
1.

The Intelligent
Graham,

Investor

by

Benjamin

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Security Analysis by Benjamin Graham and
David L Dodd,
Guide to Investing by Robert T Kiyosaki
Technical Analysis Explained by Martin J
Pring.
Common Stocks and Uncommon Profits
(and other writings) by Philip Fisher.
One up on Wall Street by Peter Lynch, etc.

As we progress in this series, I will introduce other
books which are for advance studies.
History has shown that owning stocks is one of the
easiest and most profitable ways to grow your
wealth over the long-term. Virtually every member
of the Billionery club today got there because they
own a large block of shares in a public sector or
private
sector
companies,
ranging
from
manufacturing and oil drilling to cosmetics and
Banking Sector. All the richest Indians are called
rich because of valuation of their stock and not
because physically they have so much money.
There is nothing wrong in acquiring wealth.
Although your beginning may be humble, this
article series help you to make money from
investing in stock market by minimizing the risk of
losing money. It is needless to say that every
investment is associated with certain risk and
author does not guarantee that your money will be
safe. So this article series is merely an awareness
creating efforts and not a guide. In fact, if you are
not mentally prepared to lose money in stock
market, this article series is not for you and you
should not invest your hard earned money in stock
market. You should invest money in Bank Fixed
Deposits and other government securities such as
bonds where they will get assured returns over a
period of time as decided by Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) from time to time.
Presently, the returns on long term investment
basis has been higher in the property investments,
however, historically, stock market has given better
returns compared to other investments such as
property, Gold, Fixed Deposit etc. One of the
advantages in investing in stock is that you can
start investment with few thousand rupees where
as the investment in property requires large sum of
money which may not be possible for everyone.
While we assume that you are going to read the
above suggested books, many terms of the stock
market vocabulary can be learned from these
books. We will see some of the terms in order to
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combination of expansion and share
repurchases, it should be nearly Rs. 620 per
share within a decade as a result of these
forces assuming Stock Market maintains the
same price-to-earnings ratio.

have basic common understanding of the terms
which we are going to refer in this article series.
What is Stock or Shares?
Shares or Stock Represent Pieces of a Business
Imagine you wanted to start a retail store with
members of your family. You have decided that you
need Rs. 100,000 to get the business off the ground
so you incorporate a new company. You divide the
company into 1,000 pieces, or "shares" of stock.
(They are called Shares because each piece of stock
is entitled to a proportional share of the profit or
loss). You price each new share of stock at Rs. 100.
If you can sell all of the shares to your family
members, you should have the Rs. 100,000 you
need (1,000 shares x Rs. 100 contributed capital
per share = Rs 100,000 cash raised for the
company).
If the store earned Rs. 50,000 after taxes during its
first year, each share of stock would be entitled to
1/1000th of the profit. You'd take Rs 50,000 and
divide it by 1,000, resulting in Rs. 50.00 earnings
per share (or EPS as it is often called). You could
call a meeting of the company's Board of Directors
(these are the people the stockholders elected to
watch over their interest since they couldn't run the
business) and decide to use the money to pay cash
dividends, repurchase stock, or expand the
company by reinvesting in the retail store.
At some point, you may decide you want to sell your
shares of the family retailer. If the company is large
enough, you could trade on a stock exchange.
That's what is happening when you buy or sell
shares of a company through a stock broker. You
are telling the market you are interested in
acquiring or selling shares of a certain company
and Stock Exchange matches you up with someone
and takes fees and commissions for doing it.
Alternatively, shares of stock could be issued to
raise Lakhs or Crores of rupees for expansion.
The Two Ways You Make Money
Now that you see this, it’s easy to understand that
your wealth is built in two distinct ways:
1. An increase in share price. Over the longterm, this is the result of the market valuing
the increased profits as a result of
expansion in the business or share
repurchases, which make each share
represent greater ownership in the business
as a percentage of total equity. In other
words, if a business with a Rs. 10 stock
price grew 20% for 10 years through a

2. Dividends. When earnings are paid out to
you, these funds are now your property in
that you can either use them to buy more
stock or use money for some other purpose.
Occasionally, during market ups and downs, you
may have the opportunity to make a profit by
selling to someone for more than the company is
worth. In the long-run, however, the investor’s
returns are inextricably bound to the underlying
profits generated by the operations of the
businesses which he or she owns stocks in.
We have just begun our journey in understanding
the stock market operations. We will continue our
article in next issue. However, those who are
seriously interested in understanding the stock
market in details can write to me at
aygaikwad@gmail.com.
By the time our next issue reaches you, I am sure
the serious reader will have at least read one book
from the suggested reading list above. I suggest that
serious readers should read The Intelligent Investor
by Benjamin Graham before you get next issue of
Buddhist Voice. The Intelligent Investor was first
published in 1949. Benjamin Graham was not only
one of the best investor who ever lived on the earth;
he was also the greatest practical investment
thinker of all the times. The Intelligent Investor is
the first book ever to describe for individual
investors, the emotional framework and analytical
tools that are essential to financial success. Till
date, this book remains the single best book on
investment ever written for general public. Graham
developed his core principles, which are at least as
valid today as they were during his life time. Some
of our reluctant readers can even listen to this book
on You Tube by following links:The Intelligent Investor Part -1:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xIOstH-V09s
The Intelligent Investor Part -2:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P9VTI434bhk
The Intelligent Investor Part -3:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsgMRTGsfJ0

▲OO▲
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Weekly Virtual Buddh Vihara Session

One cannot deny the importance of visiting Buddh
Vihar everyday and if it is not possible to visit every
day then at least on every Sunday one must visit
the Buddh Vihara.
Using technology, Mr. Vijay Kumar and Mr. Mahesh
Wasnik, both from USA have decided to have
weekly virtual Buddh Vihara Session to be held live
all over the world. The first session of such virtual
prayer meeting was held on 25th August, 2013 at
10.00 AM EST. For Indian Buddhist, it was held at
7.30 PM Sunday evening. The very first virtual
Sunday Prayer meeting was attended directly by 22
people from India, USA, UK and various other
countries.
The Objective of Virtual Buddh Vihar
i.
ii.
iii.

We and our children need the way to live life
happily with good wisdom and compassion.
We and our children need to remember
Buddha and his Dhamma.
We need to take out time to meditate and
purify our mind and to read Dhamma Books.

iv.

We need to save time in busy world to devote
some time for Buddha and his Dhamma.
v.
We need to spread teaching of the Buddha to
bring peace in the world.
vi.
We have to become positive thinkers with the
help of Buddha’s philosophy as stated
concisely, ignorance is the cause of selfcherishing; self-cherishing is the cause of
negative emotions; negative emotions are the
cause of negative actions; and negative
actions are the cause of our suffering and non
unity.
vii. Indian Buddhist NRIs are scattered through
the world and since they do not have big
number to have and maintain separate
Buddha Vihara at their place so Virtual
Buddh Vihara would be helpful.
viii. Technology is there so let us try to bring
Buddha and his Dhamma to us through
Virtual Buddha Vihara.
The virtual meeting was started with Trisaran and
Panchsheel (Triple Gem and Five Precepts) by
Bhante from Australia at Buddh Vihar in USA. The
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prayer was followed by Dhamma Desana
(Discourse) from Ven. Bhante. It was a short
Dhamma Desana as the Bhante had to leave to
attend some other functions.
After the Dhamma Desana, the floor was open to
the forum members from all over the world. Mr.
Herry C Lau, a Doctoral student from one of the
prominent university from USA spoke on “Nonprofit Organisation: Issues and challenges”. It was a
very educating talk on how the non-profit
organisation works and how one can manage such
organisation.
After this important session, Mr.
Shrikant Borkar, a research scholar from UK made
a presentation about his on-going research and also
expressed the difficulties he is facing in paying his
tuition fee to the university as his financial aid has
come to an end. He said that he is short of 13000
pound in paying his fees. He also appealed to all
that if anybody extend him support at this stage he
will be in position to complete his research. He also
stated that he is looking for aid in the form of
personal loan and he will return Money once he
completes his studies and start earning. One of the
participants assured Mr. Borkar that he will
contribute 1000 Pounds. Many of participants
indicated that they will contribute and help Mr.
Borkar (Mr. Borkar’s email id is shri24@gmail.com).

Mr. Vijay Surwade, the author who published the
pictorial biography of Dr. Babasaheb Ambedkar,
joined the presentation and he spoke about his
collection of photos / original letters and various
other material of Dr Babasaheb Ambedkar he has
collected over last three decades. He is also in the
process of publishing many unpublished photos
and letters of Dr Ambedkar.
No doubt it is one of the novel ideas and a very
educating event. We recommend that everybody
should join this prayer meeting on every Sunday as
per their respective time. The detailed process for
joining the on-line prayer is as follows:When: Occurs every Sunday effective from 25th
August 2013 Time 7:30 PM to 9:00 PM (GMT +
05:30), India
Where: https://h3.webex.com/h3
For further detailed information and obtaining
password for the meeting you may write to:
Mahesh Wasnik: mmwasnik@yahoo.com and Vijay
Kumar: vij@h3-technologies.com
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Reader’s Voice
Thanks Gaikwadji.
I am indeed grateful towards your friendship with me and to send me Issue of Buddhist Voice.
Rajendra Pawar,
Senior Sub Editor, (Formerly Newscaster in ETV Marathi, Hyderabad)
Divya Marathi, Nasik Edition
Dear Editor,
Namo Buddhay, Jai Bheem.
Thank you for sending me such a nice news magazine. Kindly keep me in your mailing list.
Regards,
Malji Rathore
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Dear Editor,
This concept is good and needs to be kept up. We should now propagate the use of the humanitarian social
outlook instead of social justice. For social justice still carries the element of some doing justice. Instead,
our goal should be that all should have and development a human values.
Prakash Ambedkar
Dear Editor,
Delighted to see the second issue of Buddhist Voice. I will encourage other scholars and activists friends to
contribute in it. Hope you will do well.
Cheers!
Jai Bhim
Suraj Yengde
Dear Editor,
Heartiest congratulations to your team. It is not easy to maintain continuity and also good quality. Second
issue right in second month is very good.
One suggestion: can we have views / articles on latest interpretation of Buddhism and also the Dalit
movement? That would be interesting.
Kind wishes.
Shirish Tambe
Very interesting article, Anil.
Thanks for sending it to me. Regards
Satish Kazi
Dear Anil,
It is really very great work. What you had in mind you did it beautifully. Let more and more people get
enlightened. Its very good contribution. I am sorry for not contributing so far. But will read and share this
important piece with my students and others.
Thanks,
With Regards,
Prabha Tirmare, Associate Professor, College of Social Work, Mumbai
Dear Anil,
Hearty congratulation and many thanks for mailing the issue. I have glanced through the issue and found
quite well produced with balance of articles etc.
Wish the best for future.
Regards
Dr. Anand Teltumbde
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Dear Mr. Gaikwad,
Your initiatives in such creative work is well appreciated. The topics covered are very informative to classes
in our community people.
All the best!
Bhagwan Gawai
Dear Editors,
Congratulations. This is indeed a much awaited one. Keep going. Keep growing. But see that this E-journal
is not used to promote any thing that is not provable scientifically. All the best.
Dr. Avatthi Ramaiah
Professor, Tata Institute of Social Sciences, Mumbai, India
Dear Sir,
First of all hearty congratulations to you and your whole team who has taken sincere efforts to have an
international e-magazine. The most appreciating thing is that its worlds first Buddhist international emagazine from India.
The contents which you have covered are really worth appreciation. Our best wishes are always with you.
Regards,
Swapnil Dongardive
Dear Anilji,
Namo Buddhay!
Very good initiative.
Best Wishes.
Shiv Shankar Das
Research Scholar, Centre for Political Studies, Department, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
Anil Gaikwad Jaybhim!!!
dhanywad! Hardik Mangal kamna!!!!
Sagar R Tayade
Dear Anil,
Congratulation!!!!!!!
For successfully posting second issue...
Anil Patel
Sukhi hotu Dhammaputra Anil,
A very big Sadhu for your noble efforts.
You may use the free resources available for your links in our nascent website www.livingbybuddhism.com
I am planning to visit India in October 2013. I will be delighted to give free public talks on a wide range of
subjects/topics of interest. You may also refer to the several landmark books I have authored. Several
more are about to be published soon.
With the Blessings of the Noble triple gem.
Yours in the dhamma.
Aanada Kumaraseri
Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Dear Editor,
Thanks a lot for sending me Buddhist Voice Issue. It’s nice to see all details and the spread of Buddhism.
Congrats. Keep it up.
Warm regards,
Ratnadeep Kamble, Nagpur
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I am happy; you have started Buddhist Vision in right time. Congratulation to you and your team. Wish
you all success.
Thank you,
Dr K S Ingole
Sir,
Congratulations for venturing to publish an e-magazine from India. Just like any other world religion,
Buddhism is also facing several challenges. As you embark upon this laudable objective of expressing
Buddhist voices from world over through your magazine, we wish you all the very best and all success. Do
invite great Buddhists world over to contribute to your magazine.
Regards,
Umapathy Sathyamoorthy
As the History proves Truth of may or may not come out or may come out “Distorted” but as rightly pointed
out in the editorial, It’s not difficult to imagine. As regards Buddhist Terror (Times mag) World seems to be
under the impression that “Ahinsa Parmo Dharma” is Buddhist teaching. Babasaheb has already denied it.
Buddhist certainly does not accept “Terrorism”. But as Babasaheb has said it Buddha’s Ahimsa is ‘Not by
will but only if the need be’. Buddha never banned “Armies”.
It was a proud moment to hear this news of a programme at Columbia Uni. AIMS is doing a commendable
job. I wish I would have been informed. I was there in US. Being one of the members of AIMS, felt bad.
Missed an opportunity. Incidentally I had called Mr Raju Kamble while in US & kept a massage in
answering machine.
Dr. Vasant Mhaske
_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Sir,
I thank you very much for starting this invaluable E-magazine in India. Buddhist vision and thoughts need
to be elaborately discussed. You have done really commendable job.
I wish you all the best.
Raghunath Awachar
Dear Mr. Goldy George/ Editor,
I read your articles through your facebook link (Issue 1)titled “The Challenges before the anti-caste
movement in India”. Let me clearly mention that this is a thought provoking, highly intellectual and
extremely scholarly article. Though I have been a keen student of the Dailt movement and Caste issue, I
have hardly read anything of this level. The understanding of caste as a system in two parts like the
material and the ideological-cultural-spiritual was a real revelation. This provides enough space to reflect
back on history through a more critical prism. The way you critically connected caste, religious fascism,
feudal order, and capitalism seems a well analysed and articulated truth. My understanding is that it
reflects through the current affairs of state run democratic governance. As rightly pointed out, hitting back
on the caste is to hit back on all forms of exploitation and discrimination. Though all other papers on
different topics are good, this one from Mr. George appealed to be the most relevant in the present Indian
context. Annihilation of caste is the first step in the process of establishing a just society.
Nafisa Samirr
Dear Editor,
Appropriate your step. In India, Dr Ambedkar’s majority followers/organisations live in confusion of Dalit
or Buddhist. The movement is also very conservative. These organisations understand the asset value of
Lord Buddha & Bodhisatva but doesn’t want to share the assets. Please focus on Bahujan Hitay Bahujan
Sukhay to reach all society members. I support your mission.
Jai Bheem. Bhavatu Sabba Mangalam.
Sandeep Waghmare
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www.jaibheem.net
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